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LA JOLLA LIGHT

DEC 1 0 1981

Program for elderly starts again
The University of the
Third Age, a special program offered for persons
over the age of 55 by the
Univer sity of San
Diego' s contin uing
educatio n division, will
convene for its fourth
session beginning Jan. 4.
The program will run
Monday through Thursday for three weeks, with
daily sessions from 8
a.m. to 12:15 p.m. in the
Philip Y. Hahn School
of Nursing Room 106,
on -t he USO campus , just
o f Linda Vista Road.
Student s must be able
to provide their own
transpor tation and be in

tests, exams or expectations."
In addition to several
USO professo rs, instructors for the session include: Donald Bauder,
financial editor of the
San Diego Union; Dennis Hart, executive direcof the Nationa l Contor
According to continuof Christia ns and
ference
ing educatio n director
Dr. Thoma s
Jews;
Malachi Rafferty , the
president of ,
n,
Flanaga
three-week program "is
designed to fascinate, the Psychiatric Center,
stimulate, and re-expose San Diego; and Dr. J.
people to a variety of Edwin Seegmiller, direcmental tor of the Human
ideas and
challeng es within the Bioche mical Genetic
universi ty .atmosp here, Program , Departm ent of
but with no academic Medicine, UCSD.

reasonably good health.
The fee is $35.
Persons seeking additional informa tion or
registration forms may
contact U3A coordin ator
Sandra Kraem er at
291-64 80, extensi on
4585.

LA JOLLA LIGHT

DEC 3

1981

Local student honored
Sharon A. Cheever of La Jolla
is one of 24 students at the
University of San Diego School
of Law named to the 1982 Who's
Who . Among Studen ts in
Americ an Univer sities and
Colleges.
Selection of recipients of the
award is based, on academic

(

achievement, service to the
community, leadership in extracurr icular activities, and
future potential.
The USO students join a group
from more than 1,300 institutions of higher' learning
throughout the United States
and several foreign countries.

LOS ANGELES TIMES

DEC 1 7 1981

(

Official to Head Program
Ernest E. Yahnke, senior vice
president for Bank of America in
San Diego, has been named chairman of the Corporate Associates, a
new University of San Diego program that aims to build closer ties
with local corporations.
Other officers serving with
Yahnke include Bruce R. Hazard,
president of Hazard Products, who
will be vice chairman of the program, and Richard P. Woltman,
vice president of First Affiliated Securities Inc.

LA JOLLA LIGHT

DEC3 1 1981

USD seminar set .

DAILY TRANSCRIPT

DEC 1 71981
• • •
Ernest E. Yahnke, senior ice
president for Bank of America in San
Diego, has been named chairman of
Corporate Associates, a program
designed to develop corporate support
for the University of San Diego. Vice
chairmen are Bruce R. Hazard,
president of Hazard Products and
Richard P. Woltman, vice president of
First Affiliated Securities; area
chairmen are Colin Fort, California
First Bank; Max McCormack, United
Airlines; Micnael Pearlman, InterOcean Systems, Inc.; Paul
Tuomainen, Bank of America and John
J. Walsh, Walsh & Associates.

management that is
distributed to over twenty engineering societies,
Spirer has served as a
consultant to a variety
of _companies.

"Effective Project
Management - Tools
and Techniques for Success," a seminar sponsored by the University
of San Diego School of
Business Administration
and Continuing Educa. tion, will be held Jan. 14
and 15 from 9 a.m. to
4:30 p.m. in the
BankAmerica Room,
School of Business.
The $260 registration
fee, payable in advance,
includes tuition, course
workbook, two lunches
and refreshments . A 15
percent discount. is
available to organizations registering three or
more participants. For
information and reser1 vations, call 293-4585.
University of Connecticut professor of information management
Herbert Spirer will lead
the seminar, which is
designed to provide
tools and techniques for
effectively organizing,
structuring, scheduling,
cost-estimating and controlling projects.
Author of a homestudy course in project

DAILY TRANSCRIPT

DEC 3 0 1981
Dr. Author; , Hughes,presidentof
the University of San Diego, has been
elected to the board of directors of the
National Assn. of Independent
Colleges and Universities. He will take
office in February and will serve a twoyear term representing Region V, the
western arm of the association..

...
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ART

Melanesia: Diverse, With One S

(

By RICHARD REILLY
Art Critic, The Son Diego Union
If you know where and all highly effective .
One of the largest pieces
Melanesia is, go to the head
of the class. And if you can is a mid-20th century war
identify all the islands canoe shield, similar to an
comprising Melanesia, you ornamental boat prow,
can stay home from work made out of sago spathe
tomorrow . (For those who (whatever that is!}, dark
don't know - they're the feathers, wood and cane.
Solomon Islands, New He- The shape of the shield is
brides, the Admiralty and believed to contain the soul
Fiji Islands, New Caledonia, of a deceased warrior or
the Bismarck archipelago ancestor - placed on the
bow, it "hides" and protects
and New Guinea.)
The University of San the canoe from enemies.
Masks are an integral
· Diego is currently offering
an exhibition of Melanesian part of Melanesian culture.
art, and although it isn't as Used in dances and relig•
big and diverse as ious ceremonies, they vary
widely in style, technique
Melanesia, it's big enough.
and materials. When worn,
may
it
glance
first
At
seem incorrect to refer to · the wearer loses his identity
Melanesian art as an entity, and embodies the spirit of
because each region, tribe an ancestor. One of the
and island has developed its strangest masks shown in a
.own characteristic and un- Baining fire-dance mask
mistaka ble forms and from the New Britain
styles. Nevertheless, after Gazelle Peninsula. With its
The San Diego Union/John U
studying the works exhibit- long snout a cross between
ty of San Dieg,
Universi
the
at
exhibit
on
Among Melanesian artifacts
ed it is possible to discern a a pig's nose and a swords 28 inches by
measure
which
mask,
e
fire-danc
Baining
this
is
Founders Gallery
single, magico-religious fish's beak, its batlike ears,
25inches
hed
embellis
source of inspiration, ap- large eyes,
parent even in objects as di- with brilliant circles of
verse as weapons, · masks color, it is meant to ensure the seatlike projection with
and implements of a purely the fertility of crops, a good bunches of twigs when they
utilitarian nature. And all hunt, courage and strength . want to emphasize a point.
Melanesian art is outstand- Worn at night it would
Most of the objects in this
ing in its richness of form frighten the most valiant of show . are admirable, aland color, figural dynam- men, the purest of women. though frightening, but the
ism and elaboration of or- A Geuekki mask, made of artistic craftsmanship of
Papuan Gulf fiber and each object is of an excepnament.
surely must repre- tionally high level. This exfeathers
vawide
Exhibited are a
riety, of items: masks, spirit sent the Darth Vader of hibition, from the Charles
totems, cult and ceremonial lower Melanesia.
Ross family collection, was
Another awesome piece gathered by Mark Li.ssauer
hooks, orator's chairs,
·dance hats, bark paintings, is a Ternes Malu mask from of Melbourne.
canoe splash boards, dance the Tooman Island, New
The Founder's Gallery,
wands, funerary figures, a Hebrides. This mask, in the University of San Diego, Allizard ledge, ceremonial shape of a grotesquely ex- cala Park, is open Weekbowls and ancestral figures, aggerated body, is full of days from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
heads and plaques. Created limbs, teeth (pig tusks?} and
.
• •
essentially for rituals or sexual apparatuses.
Quite different are the
events associated with rechairs, not used for
orator's
they
ligious expectations,
are by turn haunting , beau- sitting, but brought out durtiful, ugly, bewildering, ing disputes between tribal
frigh tening, repugnant - members; speakers strike

.

ITY ART galleries here
have become an important forum
for unusual art forms in addition
to bringing to San Diego some top quality
art.
The SDSU gallery under the direction
of Dennis Komac has brought in some
stunning shows in the past and has plans
for potential knock-out exhibits next semester. The gallery will bring in Los Angeles artists as well as the controversial
artist Vito Acconci, whose constructions,
which involve audience participation, will
be part of a planned exhlbitiOJt at the
SDSU gallery next April.
UCSD's Mandeville Gallery, which has
also brought in important national and
international figures, will reflect the exchange between the dramatic and visual
arts with "Artists and the Theater," a
show of theater sets and costume designs
March 19 to April 25. It comes from the
Museum of Modern Art, New York.
Palomar, Mira Costa, Southwestern
and Grossmont colleges, among local junior colleges, also have been actively pursuing exhibitions that are of importance
and attract many from outside the campuses.
up above Mission Valley on
Meanwhile,
a hill where the serene campus seems
many. more miles removed from the busy
valley than it really is, the University of
San Diego has been steadily presenting
so111t fine exhibitions in the Founders
Gallery.
.Continuing through Dec. 9, USD's display of Melanesian art should disprove
any speculation that students of this Catholic university are given a cloistered
view of the world. Indicating how catholic their tastes really are, gallery organizers are presenting a display of artifacts
of the Sepic River people of New Guinea.
The show an excellent view of these people who are known to still practice cannibalism.

U

HE EXHIBIT is flawed only because the gallery doesn't allow
more space. This does not mean
fewer works should have been exhibited,
however. The diversity of the highly stylized masks and ritual objects make it one
of the most interesting shows to take in
this month. Located in the first building
on the left from the Alcala Park entrance, the gallery is open 10 a.m. to 4
p.m. Mondays through Fridays and 10
a.m. to 9 p.m. Wednesdays.
While the background ethnic music is
so lively that it is distracting, it brings
home the fact that these objects were not
made for art's sake. Rather, they are a
part of a living tradition.
The artifacts are part of the collection .
of H. Mark Lissauer, a respected anthropologist met by Dr. Charles Ross three
years ago. Ross, USD's director of Health
Services, owns International Gallery in
La Mesa and has purchased many works
from the Lissauer collection .
. The exhibition was installed by students of Therese Whitcomb, USD art department head.

T
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San Diego, Friday, November 20, 1981

Melanesian art at USD
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SAN DIEGO BUSINESS JOUR NAL

' The Univ ersity of San Diego
repo rted its sixth opera ting surpl us in
as many years , in its annual repo rt as
of Aug. 31. The opera ting fund balance
was $364,183, up from last year' s
$132 ,173. Enro llmen t was 4,800 for the
fall; reven ues for the year reach ed a
recor d $23.2 million.

EDUCATION

Boos ted by a cont inuin g jump in student enro llme nt. the Univ ersity of San
Dieg o last week repo rted a net incre ase
in its oper ating fund balan ce for the fiscal year ende d Aug . 31, 1981 of
$364 .183. up a hefty 175.5 perce nt over
last yea r's $132 .173.
It was the sixth cons ecuti ve year in
whic h USD has repo rted an oper ating
surp lus - a far cry from the five strai ght
years of budg etary defic its whic h
plagu ed the unive rsity from 197_2
· throu gh 1976 . At its peak . the defic it
reach ed $415 ,962.
But unde r the direc tion of presi dent
AUT HOR HUG HES . USD emba rked
on plan ned fund raisi ng and capit al formati on prog rams . effor ts whic h have
turne d the once -fina ncial ly troub led.
once -Cat holic Chur ch-o pera ted insti tution into a solvent. independent university
Reve nues for the fiscal year reach ed a
recor d S23.2 milli on. up 19.6 perce nt
over last year, while asset s were nearl y
S57.7 milli on. up 21.3 perce nt.
USD is heav ily tuitio n-de pend ent for
its reven ues. The tuitio n-to- reven ues
ratio is 73.6 perce nt. sligh tly below last
year· s 74.2 ratio .
To softe n the burd en - and to aid in
USD 's capit al expe nditu re prog ram the univ ersit y launc hed its "Disc overy
Cam paig n." with a $15 milli on fund raisin g goal. To date. abou t S8.7 milli on
in gifts and pledg es have been received .
Unio n-Tr ibun e publ ishe r HEL EN
COP LEY is chair wom an of the drive .
USD 's enro llme nt as of Fall. 1981.
was 4. 79 I. up 8.2 perce nt over the year
prior .
Fir.ally. USD 's oper ating surpl us has
lowe red its accu mula ted defic it - once
as high as $ 1.8 milli on - to S47 J. 795.

EVE NIN G TRIB UNE
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1981

Dec. II - Holiday craft fair at the
University of San Diego, from 9 a.m.
to 5 p.m. More than 40 artisans will
oisplay their work in fornt of Founders Hall. Christmas carolers will be
singing from 11:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m.
Admission is free.

BLADE

U E

DEC 1 o

USD Has
Craft Fair
Friday

SAN DIEGO - The first
annual holiday craft fair will
be held on· the campus of th e
Universityof San Diego Dec .
11 from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
More than 40 artisa ns will
di pla y their work in front of
Founders Hall and in lhe
Founders Hall fover. The
public is invited to the craft
fair which will feature a more

va riety of ite ms for sale ineluding silk-sc reened apparel
and linen . etchings. airbru hed clothing. han dcrafted jewelery, floral arpersonalized
rangements.
Christmas stocki ng . stained
mirrors. wooden
glass.
weavings.
calligraphy.
bread-dough sculpture and

Holida, refre hm rnt. will
be available and Christmas
h ard
can b
caroler
between 11 :30 a.m. and I :30
p.m. in the French Pa rlor.
Founders Ha ll .
There is no admi ion
charge. Proceeds fro m the
craft fair will benefit l 1SD
student organization.. including BACCHUS

LA JOLLA LIGHT

DEC 1 0 1981.

USD plans holiday craft fair

The first annual holiday craft fair will be held
on the campus of the
University of San Diego
tomorrow from 9 a.m. to
5 p.m.
More than 40 local artisans will display their
work in front of
Founders Hall and in the
Founders Hall foyer.
The public is invited to
the craft fair which will

READER

I
FR. NICOLAS REVELES
A priest and faculty member
at the University of San Diego,
he's a critically acclaimed
pianist the director of
choir and vocal ensemble a
composer. a published
authority on liturgical music,
and he's also in charge of ·
music for the Diocese of San
Diego.

USD's

feature a variety of items
for sale including silkscreened apparel and
linens, etchings, airbrushed ciothing, handcrafted jewelry, floral arrangements, personalized Christmas stocking
stained glass, mir
wooden calligra
weavings, bread
sculpture and mor
Holiday refres

will be available and
Christmas carolers can
be heard between 11 :30

a.m . and 1:30 p.m . in the
French Parlor, Founders
Hall.

University
of

San Diego

DA ILY TRANSCRIPT

DEC .1

0 1981

The Local Scene
A $500 ,000 con trib utio n to
development of the Universi ty of San
Diego's campus was made Wednesday
afternoon by USD trustee Douglas
Manchester and his wife, a member of
the USD Auxiliary. Manchester.
president of Torrey Ente rprises, said
the couple would "commit our time and
resources to build the Manches ter
a
Executive Conference Cen ter,"
over
ned
plan
ity
facil
foot
re
squa
10,000
a
the past two years. lt will be used as
ity
facil
ce
eren
meeting place and conf
in the Uni vers ity s con tinu ing
education programs. USD officials said
the gift is the second largest in the
inst itution's history; the first is from
./
an anonymous donor.

EVENING TR IBU NE

DEC 9

1981

$500,000 gift
donated for
USD building
Construction of a 10,000-squarefoot University of San Diego conference center bas moved a step closer
to reality with a La Jolla couple's
contribution of $500,000.
Dr. Author- E. Hughes, USO president, today announced that Mr. and
Mrs . Douglas Manchester have contributed the money toward construction of a campus Executive Conference Center.
Manchester presented his gift during a visit to the Alcala Park campus.
"My wife and I feel fortunate and
blessed and realize how much the
city of San Diego means to us and
how important the University of San
Diego will be to our children and tor
future generations," 1Mancheste
.
said .
The conference center will house a
board of trustees conference room , t-a
256-seat auditorium, seminar mee
ing rooms and classrooms for the
university's Continuing Education division.
The building, which has been designed by architects Tucker, Sadlerand Associates, will bear the Man
See GI FT , B-6
, December 9, 1981

Continued From B-1

chester name and will be built adjacent to the Philip Y. Hahn School of
Nursing's Muriel Marsh Hahn Pavilion.
University officials did not say
when construction of the conference
center will begin. The project has
been in the planning for two years. in
"This is a major step forward
the university's facilities and program development," Hughes said.
"In view of Mr. Manchester's leadership both as a trustee of the univer-sity and as an outstanding business
man and community figure, this gift
seems a specially fitting tribute." Manchester has been a USD trus
tee since 1978. He is vice chairman of
the finance committee of the USD

board and is president of Torrey Enterprises.
I
He is a member of the · Young
Presidents' Organizat ion, the La
Jolla Town Council , San Diego Yachts
Club, Big Brothers and All Hallow
Roman Catholic Church. He was'
voted one of the San Diego Jaycees
10 outstanding young men in 1971 and
1976.
I
Mrs . Manchester is a member of
the USD Auxiliary and served aschairman of the 1980 auxiliary fash
ion show . She is an alumna of Sacred
Heart, the religious society which
founded the San Diego College for
Women, which was the predecessor
institution of the University of San
Diego.

(

(

EVENING ·, n18UNE

DEC 1 0 1981

BENEFACTORS - University of San Diego President Author
Hughes, right, admires a rendering of the school's proposed confer-

ence center, for which Douglas and Betsy Manchester gave $500,000.
- Tribune photo by Barry Fitzsimmons
·

DEC 1 0 1981

Los Angeles S\mea ·

USD Given $500,000
for Conference Center .

I

The University of San Diego has received a $500,000 donation
from a member of its Board of Trustees and his wife to establish
a conference center on campus, USD officials announced
·
Wednesday.
Douglas Manchester, president of Torrey Enterprises and a
USO trustee since 1970, presented the gift to USO President Author E. Hughes during a visit to the campus. University officials
_said the money will be used to build a 10,000-square-foot center
bearing the Manchester name next to its School of Nursing.
The center, on the planning boards for the two years, will
house a board of trustees conference room, 256-seat auditorium
seminar facilities and classrooms for programs operated under
the university's division of continuing education.
Manchester, of La Jolla, is vice chairman of the trustee
panel's finance committee and has been active in a number of
civic and social organizations, including the La Jolla Town
Council and Big Brothers. His wife is a member of the USO
Auxiliary and an alumna of the Sacred Heart, the religious society that founded the women's college that eventually became
USO.

Tu_cker, Sadler and Associates has been chosen as architect
for the center.

________ ________ _______

2ND £AR.GEST GIFT IN SCHOOL'S HISTORY

$500,000 Given For USD Building
said yesterday be is confident the balance can quickly be
raised to complete the center by the end of the 1982-83
Education Writer, The Son DiegoUnion
academic year.
The building will continue the architectural style of the
A $500,000 check for a new conference center at the
campus and will include a 256-seat auditorium, semUSD
University of San Diego was presented to campus Presia conference room for the campus board of
facilities,
inar
dent Author E. Hughes yesterday by Douglas and Elizaand classrooms for the university's continuing
trustees,
beth Manchester.
The couple's donation is the second largest personal education programs.
Manchester is a trustee of the university, and is the
gift in the university's history, second only to an anonychairman of the board's finance committee.
vice
the
over
mous gift of $1.5 million made to the campus
is a 1965 graduate of San Diego State University,
He
past three years.
wife graduated from that college a few years
bis
and
The new Manchester Executive Conference Center will
the
be a 10,000-square-foot building on the southwest end of later. She is also an alumna of the Sacred Heart,
for
College
Diego
San
the
founded
that
society
religious
the campus, west of the nursing school and east of the site
USO.
of
institution
predecessor
a
Women,
for a proposed new business school.
(Continued on 8-13, Col. 8)
The total cost of the project will be $1.5 million. Hughes
By MICHAEL SCOTT-BLAIR

Thursday, December 10, 1981

THE SAN DIEGO UNION
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$500,000 Given
For Confere nee
Center At USD
(Continued from B-1)
At 39, Manchester is one of the
city's youngest real estate developers. He launched the Torrey Pines
Business Park, has developed the 27story downtown Commercial Center,
which is the city's tallest building,
and is the developer for the proposed
Intercontinental Hotel and marina
on the waterfront.
In presenting the check yesterday,
the Manchesters said they saw their
gift as a tribute to the educational
benefits and quality of life they have
received from and enjoyed in San
Diego.

Author Hughes shows artist's
the new USO conference center

to Mr. and Mrs. Douglas Manchester, who
donated $500,000 for th e bui ding.

"We have been involved in some
large projects and buildings in San
Diego which we believe have been
completed with a lot of class and
style. But we are especially pleased
with this addition to the university
because it is going to serve so many •
p ople in the future." Manchester
sa d.

LA JOLL A LIGH T

DEC 1 O 1981

Douglas Manchester makes $5©0,000 gift to USO

A leadership gift for the
of the Executive Conference
will be constructed on a site adjaUniversity of San Diego's camCenter, which will bear the Man- . cent to the Philip Y. Hahn Schoo
l
pus development effort has been
chester name.
of Nursing's Muriel Marsh Hahn
made by Douglas and Betsy ManThe center, on the planning
Pavilion.
chester of La Jolla, Author E. , boards for the past
two years,
Manchester, a USD trustee
Hughes, USD president, anwill be the university's premier
since 1978, vice ch,airman of the
nounced yesterday.
conference facility, housing a
finance committee of the board ,
Manchester presented his gift,
board of trustees confercnc,e
and president of Torrey Enterdescribed by Hughes as "majo r
room, a 2S6-seat auditorium, · prises , has been active
in
and significant," during · a perseminar settings, and classrooms
nume
rous
civic
and
social
sonal visit to the Alcala Park
for many of the programs of the
groups, including the Young
campus. According to the univeruniversity's Continuing EducaPresidents' Organization, the La
sity, the SS00,000 contribution
tion division.
Jolla
Town Council, San Diego
will be used for the construction
The 10,000-square-foot facility
Yacht Club, Big Brothers. and

All Hallows Churc h. Voted one
of the 10 most out landing young
men in San Dieg in 1971 and
again in 976 by he San Diego
Jaycees, he is a lifetime member
of · the Million Dollar Round
Table.
Betsy Manchester is a member
of the USD Auxiliary and served
as chairman of the 1980 Auxiliary
Fashion Show. She is . also an
alumna of the Sacred Heart, the
religious societ y · which founded
the San Die go College for

Women, a predecessor institution
of the University of San Diego .
In presenting their gift, Manchester said, "My wife and I feel
fortunate and blessed, and realize
how much the city ofSan Diego
means to us and w important
the University of SanDiego will
be to our children nd lo future
generations. We w t to be considered among thecitizens who
will be recalled as aving made
the university grea

,

I

"Therefore, it is with much
pride that we commit our time '
and resources to build the Manchester Executive Conference
Center, which we pray will be used for years to come as a
meeting place for important pro- ,
fessional and business groups
shaping ideas and finding solut- ,
ions to problems which will build
a better life for us all."
Architects for the Center are
Tucker, Sadler, and Associates .

SEN TINE L

DEC. 9 1981

LOS ANG ELES TIME S

Choral
featured

981
Amo ng weekend Christmas concerts will be:_
Christmas choral festival by the Umvers1ty of San
Diego at 8 tonight and Sa_turday in Found_e rs Chape
l;
secular and religious music by the San Diego Chora
Club at 7 p.m. Saturday at the Plym outh Congregationall
Church; a Winte r Festival conce rt by the Mesa Colleg 1
Olympic Singers and Olympic Chorale at 7 p.m. Sature
day at the East Clai rem ont
South ern Bapti st Church
an the Fourt h Annual Messiah Community Smg by the
La Jolla Civic/ Unive rsity Symphony and Chor1:1s
at 3
p.m. Saturday at the St. Jame s-by -the- Sea Episc
opal •
Church.
·

The University of San
Diego will present its
annu al Chri stma s
choral festival at 8 p.m.
Frida y and Saturday in
Fou nder s Cha pel ,
Foun ders Hall. For
information call 291·
6480. Admission is free.
USO Department of
' Fine Arts facul ty
mem ber Fath er Nicolas
Reveles will direct the
university choir and vocal ensemble in "A
Christmas Festival of
Lessons and C a r o l s . "

BLAD E TRIB UNE

OEC.1 0 1981
CONCERT

USO continues Its free noontime concert series
with
performances each Wednesday at 12:15 p.m.
In French
Parlor, Founders Hall. This week features the Brassw
lnds
Quartet In a recital of Contemporary music for
brass. For
more Information call 291-6480 ext. 4296.
SDSU presents the popul ar series of Mond ay
concerts,

Cottage Concerts; at noon In the living room of Scripp
s
Cottage on the campus. This week Howard HIii,
violin ;

Paul Anderson, cell.o ; and Conra d Bruderer, piano
wlll
be featured. The concerts are free and open to
the
public. For more information call 265-5204. ·
The University of San Diego presents Its annual
Chrsltmas
choral festival at 8 p.m. Dec. 11 and 12 In
Founders
Chapel In Founders Hall.There Is no admission.

-
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OEC 2 7 198f

Special
Founders Gallery: University of

Events
Orient al Art from Japan , China,
India, Tibet, and Thaila nd will be
on exhibit and for sale, Thursd ay,
December 3, 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. ,
Founde rs Hall , USO. 291-6480

San Diego. Monday-Friday, 10
a.m. to 4 p.m.; Wednesdays to 9

p.m.

x4296.

TIME S-AD VOC ATE

DEC.

READ ER
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1981

and Form of
"The Face
Melane sia," a selectio n of masks,
figures. and other ritual objects
from the Sepik River area of Papua ,
New Guinea and the surroun ding
islands , in the collect ion of the Intemati onal Gallery in La Mesa ,
will be on di splay throug h Decembe r 9, Founders Gallery , USO.

3 1981

Founders Galler y

"The Face and Form of
Melanesia, "continues thru Dec 9 Located at the University of San Diego.
galler y hours are 10 a .m. to 4 p.m. '
weekdays except Wed., when hours are
extended to 9 p.m.

291-6480 x4296.
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figures,
FOUNDERS GALLE RY .<Unive rsity of San Diego ): Masks, New
and other ritual objects from the Sepik River area of Papua.
today,
Guinea, and the surrounding islands there: 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Monday and Tuesday: 10 a.m. to 9 p.m. Wednesday.

1981

USD's Found ers Galle ry - An exhibit Ol mask s,

I

figures and other ritual objects from New Guin ea
are on display through Dec. 9. Uruvers1ty of San
Diego .
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MUSIC

DEC O 1981
Lessons and Carols - The USO Choir and Vocal
Ensemble will present the program, "A Christmas
Festival of Lessons and Carols" Fri. and Sat. at 8
p.m. in Founders Chapel of the Univer'5ity of San
Diego.

Today - Pianist Robert Hart will
perform works by Gerswhin and Debussy at 12:15 p.m. in the French
Parlor of Founders Hall at the University of San Diego. This continues
the Noontime Concert series.

SAN DIEGO UNION
EVENING TRIBUNE

DEC 1 2 1981

MUSIC

DEC 1 2 1981
USD presents a Christmas choral festival at 8 tonight in
Founders Chapel, Founders Hall, USD. The program,;'.A
Christmas Festival of Lesson and Carols features A
Ceremony of Carols" by Benjamin Britten.

SAN DIEGO UNION

SAN DIEGO UNION

DEC 6

Today - The University of San
Diego Choir and Vocal Ensemble
will present "A Christmas Festival
of Lessons and Carols" at 8 p.m. in
Founders Chapel. Admission is free

DEC 9

1981

1981

'A CHRISTMAS FESTIVAL OF LESSONS AND CAROLS' - The

University of San Diego Choir and Vocal Ensemble, directed by
Nicolas Reveles. will perform "A Ceremony of Carols by Benjamin
Britten" and other Christmas music at 8 p.m. Friday and Saturday in

Founders Chapel, USO.

Saturday - The University of San
DiegoChoir and Vocal Ensemble
will present A Christmas Festival
of Lessons and Carols". at 8 p
.
FoundersChapel. Admission is free.

READER
BLADE TRIBUNE

DEC.
·

DEC 1 O 1981

3 1981
CONCERT

,,,

: USO continues Its tree noontime concert series with
performances each Wednesday at 12 :1 5 p.m. in French
Portor, Founders Holl. This week features the Brasswinds
Quartet in a recital of Contemporary music for brass For
more information coll 291-6480 ext. 4296.
·

Music

"A Christmas Festival of Lessons
and Carols" will be presented by
the USD Choir and Vocal Ensemble featuring Benjamin Britten's
A Ceremony of Carols," Friday,
December I I and Saturday, December 12 • 8 p . m. , Founders
Chapel, Founders Hall, USD.
Free. 291-6480.

(
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Historical Work Published

Archeologist Un ear ths :
By MIKE GRANBERRY,
Times Staff Writer
Raymond
SAN DIEGO
Brandes has watched San Diego
grow since the 1920s, from 5th and
Broadway to Hillcrest, to North
Park and to Talmadge Heights and
beyond.
"It grew following the mesas," he
said, "along fingers of land that
grew to the east."
And Brandes sees a potentially
expensive mistake in the commercial development of Mission Valley.
The flood of February , 1980,
when shopping centers were inundated, was nothing, he said, adding,
"The next one could be a lot
worse."
If the city fathers had only read
the letters of Father Junipero Serra,
as Brandes often has, they would
realize the potential for devastating fl oods in Mission Valley•.
"He and the Indians would plant
crops," Brandes said, "only to have
them ruined. One environmental
tragedy of San Diego is the building
of a freeway in Mission Valley, a
hotel-mo tel complex, shopping cen ters .. ·. It could have been one of
the great outdoor recreational areas
anywhere in the world, with campgrounds, swimming and boating
areas. The river there runs year
round."
Man of the Past

One gets the feeling Brandes has
traveled the river. And his intimate
knowledge of the city's history
makes it easy to believe he was
around during the time of Father
Serra, or a first-hand witness to th_e
growth of San Diego beyond its
downtow n settlements.
Brandes, historian and archeologist, is the author of "San Diego, an
Illustrated· History," recently pub lished by Rosebud Books.
Brandes is a native of Coronado .
He researche d the book on archeological digs over a 17 -year period.
He has sifted the earth near Old
Town, the Gaslamp Quarter, Mission de Alcala and Presidip Park,
with help from his students. As
dean of the School of Graduate and
Continuing Studies at the University of San Diego, Brandes has been
a teacher for more than 25 years.
"When a book such as this is put
together with the help of others,"
he said, "the author gets a paternalistic feeling about the project. Not
of my students became archeologists, not b any means. Some have
become bankers, corporatio n presidents, public relations executives.

Raymon d Brandes , archeolo gist, historian and now author.

I'm quite proud of all of them, and of.
the fact that many tend to remember best the course that gave them
blisters under their fingernails."
Brandes did his research over a
25-to-30 -year period. Using his
knowledge of Spanish, Brandes
culled information from ancient libraries in Mexico City and some of
Mexico's tiniest villages. He also
visited archieves in Denver. San
Francisco, Los Angeles and Washington, D.C.
One part of the book - a description of the social and political life in
Old Town during the Mexican
period ( 1821-1846 ) - is translated
from the Spanish of various ar chives. The story moves from the
beginning of man ·s pre ence in San
Diego to the present and on ward
into the 21st Century.

Brandes ' gathered about 800
photographs for use in the book and
that number, finally, was pared to
about 450.
Among the things he learned
along the way was the talent of the
Mexican and Spanish officials at
preservin g records.
Brandes also learned that the
Mexicans of 1821 were extremely
jealous about who would live in San
Diego, their pearl on the Pacific.
They enacted strong immigration
Jaws, which, ironi cally, were much
Like the ones that make many Mexicans outcasts or "aliens" today.
Brandes had learned to love San
Diego long before he began researching his book. He and his wife.
Irma on ijo, live on ankers
and have seven children, f e of
them still at home.
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Archeologist Un ea rth s Sa n Diego's Pas1
By MIKE GRANBERRY,
Times Staff Writer
Raymond
SAN DIEGO
Brandes has watched San Diego
grow since the 1920s, from 5th and
Broadway to Hillcrest, to North
Park and to Talmadge Heights and
beyond.
"It grew following the mesas," he
said, "along fingers of land that
grew to the east."
And Brandes sees a potentially
expensive mistake in the commercial development of Mission Valley.
The flood of February, 1980,
when shopping centers were inundated, was nothing, he said, adding,
"The next one could be a lot
worse."
If the city fathers had only read
the letters of Father J unipero Serra,
as Brandes often has, they would
realize the potential for devastat ing floods in Mission Valley•.
"He and the Indians would plant
crops, Brandes said, "only to have
them ruined. One environmental
tragedy of San Diego is the building
of a freeway in Mission Valley, a
hotel-motel complex, shopping centers .. ·. It could have been one of
the great outdoor recreational areas
anywhe re in the world, with campgrounds , swimming and boating
areas. The river there runs year
round."
Mano{ the Past

One gets the feeling Brandes has
traveled the river. And his intimate
knowledge of the city's history
makes it easy to believe he ·was
around during the time of Father
Serra, or a first-hand witness to the
growth of San Diego beyond its
downtown settlements.
Brandes, bistorian and archeologist, is the author of "San Diego, an
Illustrated' History," recently published by Rosebud Books.
Brandes is a native of Coronado.
He researched the book on· archeological digs over a 17-year period.
He has sifted the earth near Old
Town, the Gaslamp Quarter, Mission de Alcala and Presidip Park,
with help from his students . As
dean of the School of Graduate and
Continuing Studies at the University of San Diego, Brandes has been
a teacher for more than 25 years.
"When a book such as this is put
together with the help of others,"
he said, "the author gets a paternal istic feeling about the project. Not
of my students became archeologists, not by any means. Some have
become bankers, corporation presidents, public relations executiv es.

Raymo nd Brande s, archeologist, historia n and now author .

I'm quite proud of all of them, and of.
the fact that many tend to remember best the course that gave them
blisters under their fingernails."
Brandes did his research over a
25-to-30 -year period. Using his
knowledge of Spanish, Brandes
culled information from ancient libraries in Mexico City and some of
Mexico's tiniest villages. He also
visited archieves in Denver. San
Francisco, Los Angeles and Washington, D.C.
One part of the book - a description of the social and political life in
Old Town during the Mexican
period ( 1821-1846) - is translated
from the Spanish of various archives. The story moves from the
beginning of man·s pre ence in San
Diego to the present and onward
into the 21st Century .

about 800
Brandes gathered
photographs for use in the book and
that number, finally, was pared to
about 450.
Among the things he learned
along the way was the talent of the
Mexican and Spanish officials at
preserving records.
Brandes also learned that the
Mexicans of 1821 were extremely
jealous about who would live in San
Diego, their pearl on the Pacific.
They enacted strong immigration
laws, which, ironically, were much
like the ones that make many Mexicans outcasts or "aliens" today.
Brandes had learned to love San
Diego long before he began researching his book. He and his wife,
Irma ontijo, live o;. ankers Hill ·
and have seven children , fi e of
them still at home.

The Brand eses have deve loped a
pride abou t their city, whic h the author considers one of the most
beautiful he has seen. And he has
visited many - Barcelona, Paris ,
London, San Franc isco. California's
oldest settle ment, San Diego, remains his favorite.
He sees problems, but he also
sees a city, for the most part, that
has been fortu nate and favor ed by
both natur e and man.
"People like John D. Sprec kels
were brilli ant," he said of an early
San Diego pione er. "He saw the
relati on of our harbo r to trans porta tion - and to the envir onme nt as
well. He believ ed you could have all
kinds of thing s and not harm the
environme nt.
"George Mars ton and John
Nolan, two of our earlie st city planners, were unique. Nola n, whose
plan of 1908 is still regar ded as a
workable model by today 's city
powers, was a rema rkable man."
L.A.' sGro wth a Bless ing

Brand es has heard the comp arisons of San Diego to Los Ange les,
how this city was "bles sed" by the
port moving north , and by the railroad .San Diego may not have
known it at the time, he conce ded,
but it did benefit. And the evide nce,
he said, is all around us today.
"We' ve done a rema rkabl e job of
prese rving the past," Bran des said.
"From the Gaslamp Quar ter to the
Wild Animal Park and the zoo, even
Seapo rt Village, we seem to have a
sense of wher e we've come from .
"San Diego has done an awfully
good job of keepi ng itself clean .
Imagine what the steel and coal
indus try would have done to our
city - have , in fact, done to other
cities . The kinds of ·busin esses we
have , have benef ited us."
Brand es has heard the talk of San
Diego 's havin g an "infe riorit y complex" towa rd its neigh bor, Los Angeles.
"It's a myth," he said, "that
papers in both cities starte d feuding paper s. The Cham bers of
Commerce have feuded. A game of
one-u pman ship has been played.
But San Diego has no inferi ority
complex. It doesn 't have the same
attrib utes as Los Ange les, and vice
versa. They 're diffe rent cities, with
differ ent lands capes. Both are
cosmopolitan, with a wide varia nce
of cultural and ethnic group s."
One of San Dieg o's- and the nation's - strengths, Bran des belie es, is its cultu ral diver sity. .
"You can't walk down the stree t,"
See ARC HEO LOG lST, Page 3
. .
'

ARCHEOLOGIST
Continued from Flnt Page

he said"with
,
out bumping into a part of your
ge,
your past.We are a land of immi grant s, and in herita
my view
that has made us grea l"
San .Diego has made mistakes, not only in Missi
on
Valley, Brand es said, but also in the "piecemea
l
nonexistent" planning of some of its outly ing comm or
unities.
"One additional disappointment," he said, "was
the
lack of public unde rstan ding over the need for
a down
town convention cente r. It would have helped stimu tourism, creat ed more smokeless indus try, helpe late
trans porta tion syste m. Unfo rtuna tely, there are d the
always ·
some individuals again st every thing."
Certainly. Brandes is not one of those . But
he is
again st overcrowded unive rsities, wher e classr
ooms are
filled with "stud ents you have n't seen all seme
ster, sit.. ting amon g their 300 classmates, with sack
lunch es,
dogs, tape players, what ever. "
USO is not that kind of place. He likes its small
the fact that he can get to know stude nts indiv ness,
1n his mind, it looms "as one of the great priva te idually.
unive rsities in the coun try in years to come."
In the meantime, Brandes can stand on camp us
or in
Point Loma and see the skyli ne of San Diego.
"I hope it always stays the same size," he said.
"On
some days, you can see all
of it, to the back coun try and
beyond, to the snow on the mountaintops. I love
it."
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UNIVERSITY OF THE
THIRD AGE: A special program will be offered by the
University of San Diego's
Continuing Education for
persons 55 or older, starting
Jan. 4 and running through
Jan. 21. Held during the university's intersession, the
University. of the Third Age
project "is designed to fascinate, stimulate and re-expose people to a variety ol
ide
andamental
s
cha enges

within the university atmosphere but with no academic tests, exams, or expectations" said Malachi
Rafferty, director of Continuing Education for USO.
Course topics include depression , equal rights ,
paramedical services, medical quackery, finances ,
music, cults, jazz, estate
and lax planning and others.
Classes will be heid from
8 a.m. to 12:15 p.m. Monday
through Thursday in the

B-2
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USD Offers Courses
For Those 55, Older

Philip Y. Hahn School of
Nursing, Room 106, on the
USD campus on Linda Vista
Road. The cost is $35. For
more information call 2916480, ext. 4585.

Persons 55 years of age or older
may register for a special University
of the Third Age series of courses to
be held beginning Monday at the University of San Diego's Alcala Park
campus.
The three-week courses cover a
variety of topics of interest and are
designed to re-expose people to a variety of ideas within the university
atmosphere. There are no exams or
academic tests.
The fee is $30. More information
and registration may be obtained by
calling Mal Rafferty at 293-4585. ·

San Diego, Monday, December 21, 1981

Senior Living

1$1AQK MONDAY

·University of the Third Age slates '82 program
A good way to start the new year: The University
of the Third Age begins its three-week program at
·the University of San Diego Jan. 4. Students must be
55 or older, able to get themselves to the classes and
be in reasonably good physical health. The fee is
$35. The program - which involves three weeks of
physical fitness training and mental stimulation is patterned after a program at the University of
Toulouse in France. The number for further infor. mation is 293-4585.

BLAD E TRIBU NE
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University Of Third A ge
To Begin In San Diego
•

•

SAN DIEGO - The University of subjects.
the Third Age, a special progra m
Among the faculty , in addition to
offered by the University of San several University of
San Diego
Diego's Continuing
Education professors, are Donald Bauder,
division for persons over the age of financial editor _of the
San Diego
55, will convene for its fourth session Union; Dennis Hart,
executive ·
beginning Januar y 4, 1982.
director of the National Conference
The progra m will run for three of Christians and Jews ; Dr.
Thomas
weeks, Jan. 4-21, Monday through Flanagan,
president
of
the
Thursday, with daily sessions from Psychiatric Center , San
Diego; and
8 a.m. to 12: 15 p.m. in the Philip Y. Dr. J . Edwin Seegmiller,
directo r of
Hahn School of Nursing, room 106, at the Human Biochemical
Genetic
the USD campus just off Linda Vista Progra m, Depar tment of
Medicine:
Road.
University of California at San
Students must be able to provide Diego.
.
their own transportation and be in
Commenting on the progra m,
reasonably good health. The fee is James Gordon, alumnus
of the U3A
$35. Persons seeking additional in- and president of its alumn
i associa- · ·
formation or registration forms may tion, said "In these days
of high
contact U3A coordinator Sandra costs, so difficult for person
s with
Kraem er at the USC campus, fixed incomes, to be
able to
714/291-6480, extension 4585.
participate ·in this worthwhile. inA three-week progra m which vigorating course for just
$35 is a
opens the campus to U3A students real boon. It is a gift
of the Unduring the University's intersession, iversity to the community."
the U3A project is "designed to · Gordon, who will join
USD presifascinate, stimulate, and re-expose dent Dr. Author E.
Hughe
s in
1 people
to a variety of ideas and welcoming students at the Jan:
4
; menta l challenges within the Un- convocation, went on
to say he . ,
iversity atmosphere but with no would recommend the progra
m to •
academic tests, exams or expecta- "virtua lly anyone . Mal Raffer
ty and
tions," explains Malachi Rafferty, his staff have lined up
a roster of
directo r of Continuing Education.
experts - all of whom serve on a .
Course topics · in the upcoming volunteer basis - who will
speak on
sessions include dealing with de- about twenty topics
covering a
pression, equal rights, param edical broad spectrum of interes
ts. And I
services,
medical
quackery, know from my own experience that
finances, music, cults, jazz, estate the U3A faculty really
make their
and tax planning, and many other subjects come alive. "

(
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Continuing Education
For Seniors Offered
By USD's U3A Project
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More than 50 persons have enrolled
in the University of the Third Age,
which opens Monday for three weeks
at the University of San Diego.
Courses are designed to re-expose
people to a variety of ideas within the
university atmosphere. Persons 55 or
older may register. The fee for th4:,
entire course is $35.

1
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UNIVERSITY OF THE THIRD AGE: This
special program offered by the University of
San Diego's Continuing Education for persons
55 years or older, will start Jan. 4 and run
through Jan. 21. Held during the university's
intersession, the UTA project "is designed to
fascinate, stimulate and re-expose people to a
variety of ideas and mental challenges within
the University atmosphere but with no academic tests, exams, or expectations" said Malachi
Rafferty, director of Continuing Education for
USO. Course topics include depression, equal
rights, paramedical services, medical quackcults, jazz, estate and tax
ery, finances, music,
planning and others.
.Classes will be held from 8 a.m. to 12:15 p.m.
Monday through Thursday in the Philip Y. Hahn
School of Nursing, room 106, on the USO campus off of Linda Vista Road. The cost is $35. For
more information call 291-6480, extension 4585.

{

The University of the Third
Age, a . special program' offered by the University of San
Diego's Continuing Education
di vision for persons over the
age of 55, will convene for its
4th session beginning Jan. 4.
Daily sessions will run from
.8 a .m. to 12:15 p.m., Monday
through Thursday, at the USD
campus just off Linda Vista
rd. Students must provide
their own transportation and
be in reasonably good health.
The fee is $35.
I

According to Continuing Education director Malachi Rafferty, the u34 project "is designed to fascinate, stimulate,
a nd re-expose people to a variety of ideas and mental challenges within the University
atmosphere but with no academic tests, exams, or expectations."
Course topics . include dealing . with. depression, . equal
rights, paramedical services,
medical quackery, finances,
music, cults, jazz, estate and
tax planning.
Commenting on the program, James Gordon, alumnus
of the U3A and president of
its alumni association, said,
"In these days of high costs,
so difficult for persons of fixed
incomes, to be able to participate in this worthwhile, invi gorating course for just $35
is a real boon. It is a gi_ft of
the University to the commu-nity."
Gordon, who will join USD
president Dr. Author E. Hughes in welcoming students at
the Jan. 4 convocation; went
on · to say he would recommend the program to "virtual. Jy anyone.
"Mal Rafferty and his staff
have lined up a roster of experts- all of whom serve on
a volunteer basis--who will
speak on about 20 topics covering a broad spectrum of interests."
Persons seeking registration
forms may contact U3A coordinator Sandra Kraemer at
the USD campus by phoning
291-6480, ext. 4585.

(
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UNIVERSITY OF THE THIRD AGE: This special program offered by the University of San Diego's Continuing
Education for persons 55 years or older, will start Jan. 4
and run through Jan. 21. Held during the University's
intersession, the UTA project "is designed to fascinate,
stimulate and re-expose people to a variety of ideas and
mental challenges within the University atmosphere but
with no academic tests, exams, or expectations," said
Malachi Rafferty, director of Continuing Education for·
USO. Course topics include depression, equal rights,
paramedical services, medical quackery, finances, music,
cults, jazz, estate and tax planning and others.
Classes will be held from 8 a.m. to 12:15 p.m. ·Monday
through Thursday in the Philip Y. Hahn School of Nursing, room 106, on the USO campus i>ff of Linda Vista
Road. The cost is $35. For more information call 291-6480,
extension 4585.

SOUTHERN CROSS

DEC 7 1981

U. of Third Age
to start Jan. 4The University of the Third Age, a special.
program of the University of San Diego 's
Continuing Education division for persons over
55, will hold its fourth session Jan. 4-21.
Daily sessions are from 8 a .m . to 12 :15 p .m.
in the Philip Y. Hahn School of Nursing, room
106, at the USD campus just off Linda Vista
Road. The fee is $35. Persons seeking more
information or registration forms may contact
Sandra Kraemer at the USD campus,
291-6480, ext. 4585 .•
Course topics include dealing with depression, ·equal rights, paramedical services,
medical quackery, finances, music , cults, jazz,
estate and tax planning.

SOUTHER N CROSS
DEC 3 1 1981

USD offers ·religious leaders
special courses next spring
sponsorship of several community
and ·religious agencies, USD will
offer such courses as : Making
Peace in the Global Village,
Women's Spiritual Journey
Through Storytellin g, Fifth
Annual Symposium on the Holocaust, and Scripture Institute:
Pauline Biblical Themes . Others
include The Spiritual Journey:
Stories of Adult Faith, and The
Use of Storytelling in Ministry
and Preaching.

The University of San Diego's
Office of Continuing Education
will offer a comprehen sive
program in the spring of 1982
based on a survey to assess the
current educational needs of
clergy and other religious leaders.
The office reports that ''the
immediate response and volume
of replies to the survey shows the
foiiowing to be of greatest
interest: pastoral counseling and
cns1s interventio n, pastoral
theology, prayer and spirituality,
the adult sp.iritual journey,
scripture and the arts, and
preaching."
With the cooperation and co-

C-10

Thursday, Dec. 24 , 1981

For dates and other information please contact: USD Continuing Education, Alcala Park, San
Diego, 92110.
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USO to host studies program

Intersession 1982, a threeweek program of concentrated
studies, will open at the University of San Diego.
Tuition ranges from $155 to
$170 per unit, with a 50 percent
reduction for clergymen and
. women of all faiths whose principal support is from the
ministry. Room and board are
available.
Reservatio ns and preenrollment are reg uested.
For further information, call
293-4800 or visit the Office of
the Registrar, Founders Hall, at
the Linda Vista Road campus.
According to Dr. Raymond S.

Brandes, dean of USD's School
of Graduate and Continuing
Education, the intersession curriculum is "drawn from fourteen areas of study in order to
provide students with a wide
range of educational opportunities ."
Classes during intersession
meet either five mornings or
four nights a week. Courses are
as follows
mornings :
the
In
"Photograp hy," a biology
course called "Life and
Health," "Computer Literacy,"
Appreciat ion,"
"Music
"Logic," "Ethics," "Introductory Psychology," ''Contem-

porary Judaism and its
Historical Background ," "Fundamental Issues in Physical
Science," "Social Class in
America," "Intermed iate
Spanish," "Principles of Accounting," and "Computer
Principles and Applications."
In the evenings: "American ·
Poetry to 1914," "Immigration
and the American Scene,"
''Ethics,'·' ''Compara tive
Political Ideology,'' ''The Christian Vision of C. S. Lewis,"
''Financial Manageme nt,"
"Productio n Manageme nt,"
"Organizational Behavior" and
"Group Dynamics and Leadership ."

Sunday, December 20, 198 J

Sentinel

USD In-te:rsession·offers conce ntrate d education plan
I

1982,
Intersession
Tuition ranges from
three weeks of concen- $155 - $170 per unit, with
open a 50 percent redu tion
trated studies, will
at the University of San for clergymen and reDiego on Monday, Jan. 4 ligious women of all
and run through Friday, faiths whose prin cipal
Jan. 22.
support is from the

ministry. Room and
board are available.
It is possible to register for classes on the
first class day. For
further -information,
interested persons may

education
call 714-293-4800 or visit of USD's School of with a wide range of tinuing
the Office i of the I Graduate and Continu· ed ucational oppor- classes. Intersession
provides an excellent
Registrar , Founders ing Education, the in- tunities."
All courses, Brandes opportunity for students
Hall, at the Linda Vista tersession curriculwn is
"drawn from fourteen saiid, earn full academic to accumulate adRoad·campus.
According to Dr. Ray· areas of study in order credit "and are not to be ditional credit hours in a
mond s Brandes,dean to provide our students comfused with con- short period of ti..!Jle
·
_ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __

Classes during intersession meet either five
mornings or four nights
· a week. Courses are as
follows:
Mornings: Phot oLife and
graphy;
biology
Health, a
course; Computer
Mu s ic
Literacy;
Logic;
Appreciation;
Ethics; Introductory
Psychology; Contemporary Judaism and l ts
Historical Background;
Fundamental Issues in
Physical · Scienc·e;
in
Class
Social
America; Intermediate
Spanish; 'Principles of
Accounting and Computer Principles a nd
_Applicati·ons.
Evenings: Americ an
Poetry to 1914;
migration and the
American Scene;
Comparative
Ethics;
Political Ideology; The
,Christian Vision of C. S.
Lewis, a course in t he
Religious Studies d epartmen t; Financial
Management; P r oduction Management;
Organizational B ehavior; and Group Dy·
namics and Leadership.

Im-

ART

by Elise Miller

MYSTICAL MASKS
Hund reds of lips and eyes fright en
and inspir e the viewe r

Form of New Guin ea. ·· throu g h Dec. 9.
while across town at Sa n Diego State Uni versity 's Uni ve rsity Galle ry. devil s. clowns .
saints a nd spooks were among the ri ch offering ex te nded in the ex hibitio n . "Faces of
Fiesta: Mexican Masks in Context," which
just closed.
Neither of these exhibits co uld boast of the
a ntiquity of the ir works. si nce no o bjec t
dated fro m earlie r than the late 19th century .
But both di splays were tributes to th e fantasticall y varied exe rcise of imaginati o n th at is
possible eve n when ani ses are restri cted by
the demands o f ritual and traditio nal arti sti c

of Fiesta: Mexican Masks
Viejitos, · · traditional Mexican masks. were included in the exhibition " Faces
.
University
State
Diego
San
at
Gallery
University
rhe
at
in Context...
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THE foot of a grave beside the Sepik
River in New Guinea rests th e ho rrify ing head of Na mbu gi. a "witch
face · · placed there as a deterren t to graveruhbing sorcerers . The mo uth is broad and
the nose lon g a nd deformed.
grimacing
from cheeks composed
protrude
Boar tusks
down and
of mud and plant fiber plastered

A

spotted with ru s ty o ra nge co loration . A
phallic he lm e t com pl e tes the repellen t.
g ho uli sh image . Ye t wi th in the same cu lture.
e legant geometric and curvilinear sc ulptures
serve oth e r . vastly J iffe rent purposes .
Fou nders· Galle ry a t th e ni ve rsity of
The
Sa n Di ego is presentin g a rare ex hibit io n of
Melanesi an culptural objects. "Face and

fo rmulas.
The e nergy be hind the impress ive gathe ring of 125 Mexican masks . a mplifi ed with
photo blowups and texts. was SDSU Associate Professor of Art Histo ry Janet Brody
Esser. who spent five years in Mexico liv ing
among the people and learn ing from them th e
mea nings of festival traditio ns and ritu als.
Virtually no thing had been written abo ut the
e laborate fes tival "dances " (ac tuall y dramas
and dances) for which the varieti es of mas ks
are used. Esser has spe nt the last two years
gathering the masks. which were o n loa n
from pri vate a nd public co llec tio ns. including th e Lo wie Museum of Anthropo logy in
Berkeley . the Los Angeles County Museum
of Natural History. th e San Diego M use um
of Man. the UC LA Muse um of Cultural
History and the Museo de Artes e lndustria
Po pulares in Mexico City .
Al th o ugh Esser foc used o n the Tarascan
people (an Indi a n lin g ui sti c and ethni c gro up
in Wes tern Mexico). the mask s represent ed
people from many o the r Mexica n locales.
vi llages a nd ranchos whe re fe sti va l ma squerades are still popular .
If you came to the mas k ex hibit expectin g
New Tes ta ment images lined up fo r a traditional passion play . yo u were in for a surpri se. The ma sks epito mi ze the powe r of art
to draw people into the fram ework of society. to engage th em e mo ti o na ll y in a social
game plan .
The word "Faces " in th e ex hibit 's title
refe rred to th e full s pect rum of the popul ation. to its c ross-c ultural heritage (India n .
European and Africa n - a tremendous slave

population was introduced by Europeans).
and to it s hi stori cal antecedents ( the Spani sh
conquest of the Moors. the Chri stian conque st of paganism in the Americas) .
The major function of the dances, performed at ceremonial seasons such a s
Chri stmas. Holy Week or village patron
saints · day s . is to define human roles in soci ety. Proper and improper behavior within ·
specified roles is acted out and expressed in
masks and costumes. Color. humor . mockery and melodrama bring home the message.
which divides the beautiful , splendid , orderl y and panicipatory from the ugly. disorderl y and destructive . Categories of masks
include Viejit os (o ld men ) and other elders .
women. black men, co nquest dances , animals and the "forces of inversion " -negative role models.
Viejitos are among the most idealized of
the faces, ye t so lifelike they project an eerie
authority befining the position of the elderly
in the community. Leather skin. taut ,
smoothed to perfection and tinted in healthy
skin tones , is formed over lean , strong-jawed
facial structures. Hair and beard are carved
and painted , or cow hair or bleached human
hair are utilized . Dancers are able to open
and close focused glass eyes by pulling a
string , further heightening the illusion of reality .
Roles of women-matronly figures of
power, models of correct behavior , or tawdry, buffoon-like "Ugly Women •·-are
performed by men .
"' Black men'· wear splendid finery and
represent power and wealth. The Indian
population perceived black African slaves as
having control over people and goods.
Splendidly costumed Viejiros go from
house to house in Tarascan villages, solemnly performing stylized and repetitious
dances . Accompanying them and contrasting
with them are grotesque clowns . Men costumed as both men and women get into the
act as "Ugly Ones ," the negative role models which frighten and harass onlookers ,
tease children , burlesque " respectable " citizens and sometimes police the crowds while

carry ing out their tomfoolery One of the
down
right homeliest masks had long wisps
of hair j uttin g out all over its face. bulging
eyes. crumpled cardboard tee th . green skin
and a bound leather scroll for a nose. Certainly this fellow must command the atten1ion . if not th e love. of th e crowds.
No twith standing the vas t geographical
se parati on betwee n th e homelands of the
Mexi can mask and th e Melanesia n masks
and sculptureo n view at USD. th e source o f
their fasc ination for Wes tern eyes. and of
th eir power over their ow n people. is th e
same . Emoti o nal int ensity. in both th e bad
and th e beautiful. is th e res ult of th e individual artist's will pu shing out from within
th e co nfines o f tradi tional formulas. Th e
formula is like a sack that st.retches. shifts.
and change shape . ye t never fails to co ntain
and limit. The individual tal ent stretch es th e
sack. but never bur ts through . The tension
of creating from within holds human behav ior under its spell .
Entering an otherwise sterile gallery space
arrayed with demonry and finery , and hundreds of lips and eyes in every conceivable
expression , can both frighten and inspire the
onlooker. The variety of colors and materials is magnificent-painted wood , leather ,
raffia , ceramic , ribbons , metal. beads.
sheepskin and wool. glass, and human and
animal hair.
New Guinean objects rely on the power of
design and repeated tribal traditions to convey values . A protective Weltanshauung is
preserved through objectification .
About 40 pieces were up at USD, ranging
from 6 inches to 5 feet in height , which revealed the many ways the face and figure
could be stylized by one group of people.
Masks. fetishes. ancestral and cult figures .
containers, lecterns , and even flute stoppers
were carved in wood with a shell tool or
volcanic rock adze and embellished with
paint , rattan. raffia, clay , cowrie shells and
beads.
Besides the ogre-like Nambugi form.
other stylistic classifications exist. Within
each group, anists have altered and expanded features without overstepping tradi tional boundaries .
A Korwar figure. inspired by Mongoloid
migrations. always has short, straight hair . a
close-fining cap . a broad mouth and a
crouching pose. Forms are quite angular and
geometric and orange and white highlight s
project volume and depth onto the shallow
carved brown wood board. The white is
made from the lime of shells and the orange
from earth substances : a black-gray color . in
other works. is made from charcoal.
A curvilinear style features a richl y patterned surface, also heightened with white or
color.
Originall y thought to repre se nt bird s.
· 'beak style " figure s are derived from fi g-

(

ures of Ganes ha . th e elephant god of Inida,
and the " beak " is the elephant's trunk.
The primary sty li zation is a rudim entary
human co nfiguration used in th e inland area s
of New Guinea . Tribes populatin g areas
close to the Sepik Ri ve r. who ha ve co nt ac t
with other cultures , employ more compli ca ted de sign and medi a with a g reat er degree
of both perso nal and traditional in venti on.
Here in one tin y geographi c locati o n are
both simple and complex form s. geometric
and curvilinear styles and faces which inspire
calm . respect and fear . Sculpture is placed
o ut s ide ho uses. o n grave s. or -- as in
Mexico- is used durin g ceremonies .
But in New Guinea the societal model s
pass through the sie ve of magic . mys tery and
spirituality which shield the fra g ile river
world . Objects summon spirits and powers
of harvest and fenilit y. They frighten enemies and the uninitiated . and this maintains
the power of the initiated and. in turn . the
social edifice .
There is much to be learned from exhibits
which reveal belief systems more cohesive
than our own . The an of these cultures is
intenwined with values and rituals which
grow out of and feed directly back into the
dail y life of the people . Both exhibits did a
thorough and engaging job of gathering rare
and exciting materials , and of explaining the
connections which contemporary Westerners
are not used to making.
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rs Fla re
s zte cs Ease
by U D, 41 -36
By HOW ARD STUTZ, Times Staff Writer
SAN DIEGO- Coll ege baseball contests between San
Diego Stale and the Un iversity of San Diego are becoming pretty emotional events.
.
In Tuesday night's game bet ween the crosstown n vals, a USO player was ejected after a scuffle between
him and a member of the Aztecs. Fans engaged in
shouting matches and USO supporte rs carriedban ners
around the Sports Arena saying unkind things about
"Aztec Fever."
.
But in the end, one th ing remained the same,Sa n Diego State fini shed on top, 41-36, the Aztecs lowest pomt
total th is season.
San Diego State leads the series between the two
schools, 11-5, and won the match for the third year in a
row.
Leonard Allen, the Aztecs' freshma n center, P ay ed
the e ntire 40 minutes, leading the team in scoring with
13 points and blocking six shots to raise his season total
to 24.
But the story was the way San Diego Stale won, by
playing an unfamili ar slow-do wn offense.
From the 5:51 mark in the final half, there, was _no
scoring by. either side until San Diego States Junior
point guard Keith Smith hit two free throws in the final
14 seconds to ice the game.
,
Aztec Head Coach Smokey Caines didn't like not being able to play his run-and -shoot offense, but he'll take
a win any way possible.
.
PATRICK DOWNS / Los Angeles Times
. "We took shots that we should have made, Games
said. "The way the game progress ed, we knew we wer- San Diego State's Leonard Allen goes up with
Pleasesee AZTECS Page 12 USD's Zack Jones in an effort to block his shot.

AZT CS : San Diego Sta te Wi ns It
Continu ed from First Page
en't going to be able to run with them, we knew we had
to slow it down."

"We took a timeout to get ourselve s together ,'' Gaines
said "We were trying to run, but we couldn't ." ·

The Toreros tried the same offense the Aztecs did.
USD had a chance to make the score closer with 2:30 left
when the Toreros forced Smith to turn the ball over.
The Toreros called timeout at 2:21, but Eddie Morris
of the Aztecs stole the ball on the inbound s pass.

Zack Jones lied it for the Aztecs at 8:40 with a 20-foot
jumper. Michael Cage put them in front for good with a
tip-in at 7:53.
Zack Jones was the leading scorer at the half for both
clubs with eight points. Gerald Jones led the Toreos
with seven at the half and 13 in the game.

"If there was a key play in the game, that was it,"
USD coach Jim Brovelli said. "I'm disappointed, but we
played them close. This game is going to help us later on
in the year from what we learned. "
A major incident nearly took place at 8:58 in the first
hair when USD point guard Rich Davis had to be restrained from going after the Aztecs' Zack Jones, after
Jones allegedl y hit Davis. ·

'

Davis was ejected, but the whole thing bothered both
Gaines and BrovellL
·
·
·
"It's unfortun ate this thing happene d," Gaines said.
"That is not a characte ristic or a Jim Brovelli team. But
things got emotion al."
"Rich got hit, but his emotion s just took over,"
Brovelli said. "I'm sorry it happene d."
In the first half, the Aztecs led 24-20 at its conclusion,
but not until USD broke out to a 10-2 lead with

left

I

!

an Diego Sta e
vs. USD Toni ht
It's Not UCLA and Notre Dame,
but the Rivalry Certainly Exists
By HOWARD STUTZ, T imes Staff Writer
SAN DI EGO-The ri valry has yet to receive the stature a college bask etball game between UCLA and
Notre Dam e would have bu t the people from San Diego
State and the University of San Diego might look at tonight 's 7:35 match at the Sports Arena as the NCAA
Championship.
·.·
The Aztecs and USD have faced each other 15 times, ·
.
with San Diego State winning 10 of them.
Going into tonight's game, San Diego State, 3- 2 this
season, is coming off a 99 -60 beating of Cal State
Angeles. USD, 2-1, will be trying to rebound from a 7866 loss to UC Irvine.
Torero Coach Jim Brovelli said there is always an extra incentive when his team faces San Diego State. But
1
this season, it's just another game in what is being called
USD's toughest schedule ever.
"Playing teams as good as San· Diego State is great
preparation for the WCAA games," Brovelli said. "Anytime we can play a good nonconference game, we'll
welcome it."
USD has four players averaging in double figures for
the three games this season. Senior center Dave Heppell
is the leading scorer with 13.6 points a game, while .
guard Rusty Whitmarsh is averaging 13 a game.
;
Another starter, Gerald Jones, is averaging 11.3
points. Rich Davis has come off the bench to average
the same.
·
. '
Brovelli said this shows the team-oriented play of the
Toreros, who he said seem to be improving with every.
game.
"I thought we played a great game against Bo
State, which is a really good club," Brovelli said "
did what we could to contain Kevin Magee (of UC Irvine), but he's an AU-American.
,
"San Diego State
really loaded with talent and
they've improved depth-wise. I'm looking for a close
game."
I
Please see RIVALRY, Page
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Continued from Flnt Page
Aztec Coach Smokey Gaines made one change In his
lineup Tuesday night when the Aztecs beat Cal State
Los Angeles. He moved Junior Don Plummer into the
small forward spot, replacing Eddy Gordon.
Gaines said he did this because he wanted to get more
scoring punch in the lineup. Plummer responded with
16 points while Gordon came off the bench to score 20.
Gaines said he will probably start Plummer tonight,
"We want to get Eddy pounding the boards more,"
Gaines said. "He did that Tuesday. We also don't want
to take Leonard Allen out of there. We want to give him
a lot of playing time before the WAC season rolls
around."
I
Allen, a 6-10 freshman center who has averaged only
5.4 points, has blocked 18 shots and grabbed 26 rebounds.
The leading scorer on the Aztecs is senior guard Zack
Jones, averaging 15.4 a game.
said he likes the crosstown rivalry aspect of
th eGalnes
game and he respects the
"They've got a good team," Gaines said. "A crosstown
rivalry gets the people excited. These nonconference

t. vs. USD Tonight
games help us get ready for the WAC."
In last year's game, the Aztecs won 60-62. The two
teams play annually for the Mayor's Cup, an award
which originated two year• ago.
·

Jon es vs. Jones
USD 's Gerald Jones is in no position to stop this
basketba ll by San Diego State's Zack Jones .
The Aztecs won the crosstow n rivalry 41-36
Thursday night as freshman Leonard Allen scored

13 points , had six rebounds and blocked six shots .
The Aztecs , 3-2 , hosted Oregon last night , while
the Toreros, now 2-2. are idle until Thursday when
they entertain Bethel College
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Aztecs' Slowdown Stops US
By BILL FINLEY
Staff Writer, The Son Diego Union

Allen Key As SDSU Wins City Titfe

Secretly, deep down, San Diego
rattled off a string of their own. In
State is convinced it is in a different Steve Rocha was intercepted by
the next seven minutes, San Diego
league than the University of San Aztec swingman Eddie Morris, a
State outscored USD 16-2. This left
Die1w and maybe, just maybe, the player far better known for his shooting than for his defense. Next, with
the Aztecs ahead 18-12 and they held
Aztecs should consider themselves
20 seconds to go, USD guard John
narrow margins the rest of the evefortunate today.
Prunty missed a 20-footer that bening.
,
Year after year the Aztecs1 are excame
the
possession
of
Aztec
center
The
difference
on
this
occasion
pected to run the Toreros off the
was probably the play of Allen, the 6, floor, up the tunnel, and into the fro- Leonard Allen.
This positioned Smith for his
foot-10 freshman from Port Arthur,
zen food section of the FedMart
game-clinching free throws and, for
Texqs. He scored 13 points, collected
across the street.
the first time all evening, Aztec 6 rebounds and blocked 6 shots, all
Year after year the game between
Coach Smokey Gaines was able to
quite impressive figures when given
these schools instead goes down to
untwist his fingers
·
the paucity of points, and shots, in
the closing seconds. And so it went
"We'll take 'em any way we can,"
the game.
again last night.
Gaines said. "It's always tough when
"I. didn't go out there· looking to
·This time, Aztec guard Keith
you're playing your crosstown rival, 'score, I never do," 'Allen insisted.
Smith calmly netted two free throws
anything can happen, and we're "My role is to play some defense and
with 14 seconds to play, and with
happy any time we can get a 'W' block some shots. If I'm doing any
' them San Diego State held on to deagainst USD. They're tough any time, scoring, I figure that's just icing on
feat USD 41-36 in a basketball game
and they're always tough against us." · the cake."
played before 3,612 fans in the Sports
Arena.
Torero Coach Jim Brovelli, whose
For a time, it . appeared the
It would be convenient to say the
2-2
team lost its second straight
Toreros might well be plotting an
Toreros kept it close by holding the
game,
suggested Allen .had much to
upset. USO bolted to a 10-2 lead in
ball. In truth, however, their
do
with
the outcome. "It wasn't his
matchup zone was so effective the 4- ' the first seven minutes of the game.
At
this
point,
however,
the
Aztecs
(Continued
on D-8, Col. 1)
2 Aztecs spent minutes on end trying
to find an opening. Late in the game,
while hursing a lead of 39-36, the Aztecs held the ball for five minutes
without launching a shot.
• • •
An errant pass by Smith and a
missed free throw by Aztec forward
Tom Nissalke is fired as coach of the Utah Jazz. Page D-2. ,
Eddy Gordon gave the Toreros two
Kenneth Sims of Texas is the winner of Lombardi Award. Page D-2.
opportunities to win in the finar minute.
John McEnroe faces Guillermo Vilas in Davis Cup finals. Page D-4.
The first ended when
pass by

Inside Today

The Son Diego Union/George Smith

In an unusual stance, Eddie Morris of San ,Diego State
fo rces USD's Robby Roberts to go to basket off-balance.

(

poin ts
Gerald Jon es of USO dro ps two
che s.
wat
e
Cag
l
hae
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D 4 1-36
Allen, Smith Help Aztecs EdgepracticeUS
Wednesday. When he finally

Gaines suspected his club 's slow
start came from a lack of patience
had
he
t
effec
the
as
h
muc
against the USD zone . "You 're not
scoring so
on our shooters inside," Brovelli said . going to beat a Jim Brovelli team by
"When your whole game is designed rushing anything," he said. It may
to get the ball inside, and when you also have had something to do witht
get there you've got to get it over a the fact the Aztecs did not star
guard Zack Jones. He was late for
guy 6-10, it's tough."
(Continued from D-1)

(

took the floor, six minutes into the
game, order soon was restored.
Jones concluded with 8 points,
Smith with 9. Senior forward Gerald
Jones led USO with 11 points and the
other Torero cornerman, Robby Roberts, bad 12 rebounds.
USO outrebounded SDSU 27-21 but,
for a second consecutive year, had its
hopes for an upset foiled by poor
shooting. This time the Toreros shot
just 37 per cent, compared with 50
per cent by the Aztecs What's more,
San Diego State was 11 for 21 from
the foul line. USO was 2 of 3.
"I thou ght we played pretty well ,
especiall y with our defense," Brovelli said. "We did just about everything
we'd hoped to do; we just couldn't put
the ball in the net from the floor. "
Unfortunately, a negative note was
provided by USO guard Rich Davis,
who charged Jones after contact between them occured away from the
ball in the first half. Davis was ejected from the game, and on his way to
the dressing room raised the middle
fingers of both hands toward the
crowd. Brovelli, who did not see the
incident which trigg ered the flareup,
would not comment on what had occured.
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DEC 2 6 1981
MORE BASKETBALL - The University of San
Diego Toreros step up in class to tackle the University of California (Berkeley) Golden Bears in the
Sports Arena Monday night at 7:35. The Toreros are
coming off a loss to Santa Barbara Umvers1ty
which caused their season record to slip to 4-3.

D-12

USD Seeks Fourth Victory Tonight
From a Times Staff Writer
SAN DIEGO -- The
University of San Diego basketbaJI team will shoot for its fourth victory In six games al
7:30 tonight against Illinois Wesleyan In the USO Sports
Center.

THE TRIBUNE DEC.

Thur

Meanwhile , the University of San Diego
Toreros face undefeated Bethel College (9-0)at 7:35
tonight at the USD Sports Center. The Bethel Wildcats from Mishawaka , Ind., are considered a power
in the small college ranks. The Toreros are 3-2,
their last game being a loss to San Diego State last
week. Gerald Jones will lead the Toreros, averaging 11.3points and 5.3 rebounds a game.

LEMON GROVE
REVIEW

OEC:-1
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Toteros Host to
Boise, UC Irvine
The USO men's basketball
team, under Coach Jim Brovelli, opened its season successfully last week wit h a 9064 win over U. of Pacific. USO
had 5 players in the double
figures, shot 63 % from the
floor and converted on 30 of
39 free throws for 77%.
This week, the Toreros host
Boise State U. at the USO
Sports Center and UC Irvine
Saturday. Both games commence at 7:35 p.m.
Leading the pack for the
Toreros last week, senior · for. ward Gerald Jones got 17 pts.
a nd 5 rebounds.

LOS ANGELE S TIMES
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University of San Diego
Will Play Bethel Tonight.
From a Times Staff Writer
SAN DIEGO-The University of San Diego basketbalJ team, Idle for the past week, will play host to Bethel
College of Indiana at 7:30 tonight in the USO Sports
Center.
·
USO, 2-2, has been led in scoring by Gerald Jones,
. who averages 11.3 points a game. Rusty Whitmarsh and
Dave Heppell are both averaging 10.8 points for the
Toreros.

(
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AN AWARD FOR HERBERT- USD's Dan Herbert was named to the College Division II Kodak
All-America team and the small college AU-Academic second team. Herbert attended Patrick
Henry High. He led the Toreros with eight interceptions this season, setting a school record. The
Kodak All-Americans are picked by the American
Football Coaches Association.

TOREROS' . ;
HERBERT
ALL-AMERICAN
Dan Herbert of University
of San Diego was honored
today with selection as a defensive back on the College
Division ll All-America team
as select_ed by the · American
Football Coaches Association.
Herbert, 6-1 and ·l85, was a .
DAN HERBERT two-year starter for the
Toreros after seeing spot duty
as a freshman and sophomore. This year he had
eight interceptions, defensed 12 other passes and
made 71 tackles from his free-safety spol The eight
·
..
interceptions set a school record.
Torero Coach Bill Williams called Herbert ''bt
far the best free safety to have played at USO and
the best rve seen in any small college anywhere.·
"He drives well to the ball and bas extremely
good game intelligence - a lot of football savvy." ·
Herbert, according to Williams, still is_under consideration as a National Collegiate Athletic Association Academic All-American. He has a 3.S grade-.
point average as a pre-law student ·
Herbert played his prep football at Patrick
Henry High School.

OEC.1 6 1981
All-AMERICAN TORERO/ University
of San Diego defensive back Dan Herbert has been
selected to the Division II Kodak All-American
Team and the COSIDA Small College All-Academic
second team. Herbert, a graduate of Patrick Henry
High, set a school record this season with eight
interceptions. His strong play in the secondary
helped the Toreros to a 9-1 record. The Kodak team
is selected by the American Football Coaches Association. The COSIDA team is chosen by the
nation's sports information directors.

SAN DIEGO UNION
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Machurek, USD's Herbert
Selected For Gold Bowl
Former Madison High and San Diego City College
quarterback Dave Macburek of Idaho State and USD
safety Dan Herbert were added yesterday to the squads
that will play in the Olympia Gold Bowl on Jan. 16 at San
Diego Jack Murphy Stadium.
· Machurek, a 6-foot-2, 203-pounder, completed 253 of 426
passes this year for 3,764 yards and 29 touchdowns in
leading Idaho State to a 12-1 record, including a 34-23
_
victory last Saturday over Eastern Kentucky.
He is the second quarterback signed by Team National
The first was Matt Kofler of San Diego State.
Herbert is a Division m All-American, and he was
selectedby Team American.
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TORERAS SCUTTLE TRITONS
The University of San Diego women's
basketball team, the Toreras, led by
Laura Thomas and Martha Nelson who
scored 14 points each, swamped the
UCSD Triton women 80-64 last night.
• Oddly enough, two of the UCSD women
Paulette Parker and Mary Egan
also hit for 14 each.

DEC 2 8 1981
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL: The University of San
Diego Toreras face the UCSD Triton women's tear.n
Wednesday night at 7:30. The Toreras opened their
season against the Tritons this year and came away
with a 76-47 win.

SENTI NEL
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US D wo me n
bounce back
The University of San Diego women's basketb all
team got back on the right track with a triumph
over the visiting USIU Gulls this past weekend,
using a team effort in the second half to come from
behind.
USIU jumped out to a 44-34 first half lead behind
the outside shooting of Jamie Glassford (14 points)
and Kathy Bryans (12). USO stayed close with the
fine perform ance of senior Debbie Weinreis who
totaled 21 points in the half.
After,intermission the Lady Toreras battled back
with some tough defense and rebounding to take the
lead for the first time, 53-52, with eight minutes to
go. Junior center Martha Nelson came off µie
bench to spark the comeba ck with 10 points, 11
rebounds and four blocked shots. Weinreis led all
scorers with 28 points. Sophomore guard Laura
Thomas added nine points and four rebounds to aid
the winners.
USIU was paced by Glassford, a sophomore from
Madison High, with 16 points and six rebounds.
Sophomores Kathy Bryans and Lisa Mirand a
followed with 12 and 8 points respectively. The Gulls
shot51 percent (20-39) in the opening half butcooled
off in the second totaling just 15 points. USD's
height advanta ge helped them to control the boards
at both ends of the floor, grabbing a total ,of 54
rebounds to USIU's 21.
"We showed the kind of defense we are capable of
playing in the second half," said coach Kathy
Marpe.
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USO LOSES/ UC Santa Barbara parlayed 27
Torero turnovers mto a 72-57 victory over the
University of San Diego Tuesday nigh t in Santa
Ba rbara . Guard Rusty Whitmarsh led the Toreros in
scoring with 17 points . The senior hit seven of 10 floor
shots. USD connected on 24 of 51 shots for 47 percent.
But the mistakes killed the team. The Toreros ·
record dropped to 4-3. USD will play the California
Bears Monday at 7:35 p.m in the Sports Arena.

USO LOSES/ Kevin Magee and his UC Irvine
tea mmat_es proved to be too much for the University
of San Diego basketball team Saturday night as the
Ant eaters scored a 78-66 decision over the Toreros at
the USD Sports Center. The 6-fooot-9 Magee. a preseason All-America pick. scored 29 points to pace UC
Irvine to its fourth win without a loss this year. USD
fell to 2-1. The Toreros kept the game close in the
first half with torrid outside shooting . but a stingy
defense and 17 second-half points by Magee paved
the way for the Anteater win . David Heppell led the
Toreros with 19 points . while teammates Rustv
Whitmarsh. John Prunty. Don Capener and Rich
Da vis each had 10. USD will next be in action
Thursday night VS . San Diego State at the Sports
Arena·:
. .

Gauchos
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Magee Gets 29,
Leads UC Irvine
Past SanDiego
SAN DIEGO -- All-American
forward Kevin Magee scored 29
points and grabbed six rebounds
Saturday night, leading UC Irvine
to a 78 -66 victory over the University of San Diego.
Also scoring in double figures for
the Anteaters, who are now 4-0,
were guard Randy Whieldon, who
had 18 points; forward Ben McDonald, who had 15 points, six rebounds and five assists, and forward
Rainer Wulf, who had 10 points and
fi ve assists.

lasso Toreros;
TOREROS GOUGED BY GAUCHOS - Junior guard Michael
Russell scored a career-high 25 points to lead host UC-Santa
Barbara to a convincing 72-57 non-conference victory last night
over the University of San Diego. The Gauchos held a precarious 24-23 lead at halftime, but sparked by Russell's 21 secondhalf points, the Gauchos dominated the second half 48-34. USO
was led by guard Rusty Whitmarsh with 17 points while teammate Don Capener scored 12. The Toreros shot 47 percent from
the floor, and fell to 4-3 for the season. The only USO lead was
at 18-16 on a Whitmarsh jumper with 5:49 to play in the first
half.
MACHUREK AN ALL-AMERICAN - Former Madison High
and San Diego City College quarterback Mike Machurek, who
capped Idaho State's rags-to-riches saga by leading the Bengals
to the NCAA Division I-AA national championship, was named
today to The Associated Press College Division 1981 All-America football team. During the regular season, Machurek led .
Division I-AA in passing efficiency, completing 188 of 313 attempts for 2,752 yards and 22 touchdowns. Idaho State won its
first Big Sky Conference title in 18 years after going 0-11 just
two years ago.
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G a u c h o sTake Advan
tage
O f Torero Turnovers
72-57
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One good half not enou gh for USD
to get j oh done again st Calif ornia
By Dennis Wynne
of The Daily Californian

"In the second half we played as well as we have all
year," said a depressed Jim Brovelli. " I wish we could
play 40 minutes of basketball the way we played those 20
minutes of basketball. But we haven't been able to put
together a good 40-minute game yet. "
Brovelli's University of San Diego team did indeed play
20 minutes of good basketball in the second half Monday
night against the University of California at the Sports
Arena. The Torero team that took the court for the second
half of Monday's game bore little resemblance to the way
USD had played in the first 20 minutes.
USD out-rebounded, out-shot and out-hustled the
Golden Bears during the second half. Unfortunately for
the Toreros, there was one area of the game at which Cal
excelled. And that made the difference in the contest.
During a six-minute stretch the University of California had its best free-throw shooting performance of the
year. The Golden Bears hit 13 of 14 free throws during the
final 5: 40, and that allowed Cal to escape with a 66-60' nonconference victory.
" We got ourselves in a hole in the first half, " Brovelli
said. " We made some mistakes and they (Golden Bears)
we able to take advantage of them. We were playing their
game. In the second half we started playing our game and
played much better."
In the first half it was Cal making the Toreros' evening
miserable as the Golden Bears were stealing passes and
forcing other turnovers all over the court. Cal was also
controlling the boards and forcing USD to shoot from the
I

outside without much luck.
But in the second half. things changed. The Toreros'.
began to control the tempo of the game. USD which
trailed by 10 points at halftime, came back to take the!
lead, 50-49, with 6:38 unplayed. It was the first lead the'
Toreros had enjoyed against Cal.
With 6:02 unplayed the Toreros led 52-51 , but that's
when the roof fell in. USD suddenly went cold from the
floor and was forced to foul the Golden Bears. Cal ·
responded with a clinic in free throw .shootirig. The win
allowed Cal to raise its record to 5-3. USD fell to 4-4 .
The Bears had a variety of players contribute down the
stretch as every player who went to the free throw line·
found the bottom of the net. Sam Potter rang up five of his
11 points at the free throw line the game's final minutes
Butch Hayes had four of his 16 markers on free throwsi
late in the contest, and Mark McNamara iced the Cal·
victory with a pair of charity shots with five seconds:
unplayed to give him a game-high 22 markers on the
night.
:
1

"I guess it was just the road blues," said McNamara of
his team's second-half performance. "It took us 10
minutes to realize if we kept playing likJ this we would
lose the ball game. The first 10 minutes of the second half
is when we should have been concen_trating on putting the'.
game away mstead •of lettmg it get away."
'
McNamara, the Bears' 6-foot-11 center, played a big
part in helping Cal build its early lead. He dominated the
middle for most of the contest, pulling down 17 rebounds
also a game high. He hit eight of 11 shots from the floor
and six of 10 free throws on the evening.
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Irv ine , a
Set Ba ck US
By JOHN WEYLER, Times Staff Writer
SAN DIEGO- Kevin Magee didn't get to be an AllAmerican because he's humble. He was so honored be:ause of his uncanny ability to score. He has been
1lowed, but seldom stopped.
"Sooner or later, I always bust loose," Magee says.
'You can't keep a good man down."
Saturday night, the University of San Diego came as
close to shuting down the Magee Scoring Co. as anyone
has in the senior's two-year career at UC Irvine. Unfortunately, ·as Magee would have gladly informed you, the
Toreros could only accomplish the feat for one half, and
the result was 78-66 Irvine victory before 2,500 at USD
gym.
The win gave the Anteater s a 4-0 record and matched
the best start ever for an Irvine basketbal l team. Magee,
who took only six shots ( and made them all) in the first
half, finished with 29 points . .
'He's So Doggone Strong

·

"We played very sound defense in the first half,"
USD Coach Jim BroveUi said, "and we contained their
transition game all night. We played our usual defense
l(a matchup zone) , and of course we keyed on Magee.
But he's so doggone strong."
Magee, like the rest of the Anteaters , was also very
ccurate. He didn't get the ball often, but when he did,
e made it count, hitting 12 of 13 shots from the floor.
As Brovelli was quick to point out, however, Irvine is
far from a one-man team. UCI showed some uncanny
!shooting, hitting 71 % from the floor. The Anteaters
only missed 12 shots all night.
: Randy Whieldon was 8 of 12 from the floor for 18
points, Ben McDonald was 6 of 8 for 15 points and Rainer Wulf hit 2 of 3 and all 6 at the free throw line for 10.
"Irvine has a lot more than Magee," Brovelli said,
shaking his head, "I wouldn't be surprised to see them in
the NCAAs."
Polntlnr Toward S-0 Marlr.
That's somethin g UCI Coach Bill Mulligan isn't thinking about right now. The Irvine coach wants his team to
be 5-0 (UCI plays Hawaii-Hilo at home Thursday )
when the Anteaters meet Universit y of Nevada-L as
Vegas in a nationally televised (ESPN) game Saturday
,at the Anaheim Convention Center.
"We played really well," Mulligan said. "They hit us
with a defense we've never seen and we stayed very
poised. They played Kevin very tough early, but if we
have patience like we did tonight, eventuall y things will
open up."
Unlike the Anteaters , the Toreros lived-an d eventually died-wit h the outside shot. Center David Heppell was casting off from deep in the corner all night and
finished with 19. Guards Randy Whitmar sh and Rich
Davis didn't shot from inside 20 feet all night and both
scored 10 points as USD's record dropped to 2-1.

I
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M ag ee & Co. Too M uc h Fo r Toreros
By PETER RICHMOND ' Slaff WriterThe
, San Diego Union

Unable to defense All-American
center Kevin Magee in the second
half, the University of San Diego basketball team lost its first game of the
season last night, 78-66, to undefeated
Unive rsity of Califo rnia-I rvine before a near-capaci ty crowd of 2,400
at the USO Sports Center.
USD's record is now 2-1. UC-Ir vine
is unbeaten in four games . And if
Magee and his suppo rting cast continue to play up to their obvious potential, their first loss may be a long
time coming.
"I wouldn't be surprised to see that
team in the NCAAs," said USD coach

Jim Brovelli. "When you help out in
one area, defend ing Magee, they kill
you in another."'
Magee scored 29 points, 17 in the
secon d half, as UC-Irvine, taller and
stronger on the front line, turned a
close and highly entertaining contest
into a mismatch. USD's remarkable
accuracy from the outer reach es
kept them close. If Division I had a
three-point line USD would have
coasted.
"USO is a solid, well-coached
team," said winnin g coach Bill Mulligan. "I've never played against a
team that shot that well from outside. I've always said you can't win
from the outside, but my philosophy

was starting to crack."
San Diego was the better team for
one half - more composed in handling the ball and more patient in shot
selection. Magee was held to 12
points and seldom managed to work
himself free of the defense of USD
center Dave Heppell, who led USD
with 19 points . With four minutes left
in the half, and leading, 26-23, USD's defense brought its opponent to a virtual standstill, forcing UC-Ir vine to
pass around and around the perimeter. The partisan crowd began to
cheer, then cheer loudly, and Mulligan was forced to call a timeout.
It was USD's apex. UC-Irvine took
a 33-32 lead at the half and decided to
look for Magee and Magee alone in
the final 20 minutes. It worked. Lob
passes described graceful arcs, all of
which ended in Magee's hands . The
highlight: with four minutes left, forward Ben McDonald fed Magee with
a David Thompson pass that the center caught and laid in while sliding in
midair between two USO defenders.
There is no defense for pure talent,
not with capable players in support
"I only. took six shots in the first
half, but I made them all," said
Magee. Of course, all six wed within
three feet of the basket. In the second
half, he drifted out and began to convert turnaroundjump shots with no
effort at all. When be missed,
McDonald didn't. When the inside
was closed, Randy Whieldon converted from the outside. And with the
loose balls, the turnovers, the importan t rebounds, UC-Ir vine seemed
to always have the extra step.
USO led for the first 16 minutes.
Heppell, Rusty Whitmarsh and John
Prunty seldom missed from the outside and Irvine , worried by USD's accuracy, was pressing. But in one
stretch midway through the half,
after a long set shot by Prunty, UCIrvine outscored USO 16-5, with
Magee scoring eight of those points
on a layup , two turnaround jumps
and a convincing stuff.
After that, USO never drew closer
than seven .
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By GLAE THIEN, Times Staff Writer
SAN DIEGO-When not rushed, the Prunty. At that point, Cal had missed on
its first four shots -from the field in the
University of San Diego proved it could
hold its own against a Pac-10 team In half and had only managed a free throw.
1 The lead didn't change, though, until
bas ketball Monday night.
minutes later when Don Capener put
six
The 1'oreros held California to four
USO ahead, 50-49, with a long range shot .
field goals In the second half but dropped
typical of Torero shooting In the half.
a 66-60 decision at the Sports Arena.
The teams traded baskets, and then the
USO overcame a 40-30 deficit al halftime and took a one-point lead twice. But Bears took a lead that they 'never lost on
in the end, the Colden Bears survived, . two free throws by Michael Chavez.
USO's best chance to regain the edge
thanks lo a 20-4 advantage made at the
came when Whitmarsh connected on a
free- throw line.
25-foot jumper with three minutes to go,
"We got in a hole, and that eventually
A foul was also called on the play and the
cost us because we played the second
received the ball out of bounds,
Toreros
half as well both ways as we have all
but another long attempt missed and
season," said USO coach Jim Brovelli. USD foul on the rebound sent Cal's Sam
"We need to put 40 minutes together like
Potter to the line, where he sank two atthat."
tempts.
The Toreros, known for their disciMark MacNamera, a 6-10 center for
plined style of play, got in a race with Cal
finished as the game's leading scorer
Cal,
in the opening half and fell behind 20-10.
22 points despite usually drawing
with
The Toreros' defense then took control
of two defenders In the
attention
the
'
half.
second
the
in
particularly
zone.
2-3
·Toreros'
" We came out more aggressively in
The victory lifted Cal's record to 5-3
the second half," said USO guard Rusty
USD dropped to 4-4.
while
Whitmarsh, who scored all eight of his
The Toreros were coming off a 72-57
points In the second half to lead the
los11 to UC Santa Barbara in which they
surge. "And the real key was defense. committed 27 turnovers, and Brovelll
That got us going."
wondered If there wasn't some effect
With 13:27 remaining, the Toreros tied
from that contest at the start Monday
the score, 41-4 ) , on a jump shot by John night

PATRICK DOWNS / Los AngelesTimes

to lay
the ball up over the intended block of California ' s forward Mark McNamara
Monday night. The Bears won the game, 66-60. (See Story on Page 6)

At the top-U. San Diego's Robby Roberts (44) is fouled as he tries

s Advantage
Of _
USD's Errors 66-60
Dug Too Deep A Hole, Laments Brovelli;
McNamara (22), _Hays (16) Pace Victors
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By BILL CENTER
Stoff Writer, The Son DiegoUnion

"Basketball is not a game of halves," lamented University of San Diego
Coach Jim Brovelli.
"You've got to pul 40 minutes together. That's particularly true in our case
where we don t have the super talent. We've got to play good steady ball."
USD did play an excellent haif last night against the University of California in the Sports Arena. It was the second one. Unfortunately for the Toreros,
their first half was dreadful and the Golden Bears held on to win by a 66-60
count before a disappointing turnout of 551.
· We just dug ourselves a hole,' said Brovelli. "A deep hole. We just can't do
that."
.
The 4-4 Toreros were coming off a bad game - a _72-57 pre-Christmas loss
at UC Santa Barbara.
"The mistakes carried over," said Brovelli. "We opened the game as poorly
as we played at Santa Barbara."
.
·
Try as they might after_intermission, USD's first half was too much to
overcome. Not that the Toreros were getting any help.
·
Totaling fouls and violations, the officials blew the whistle34 times on USD
against 13 for California. USO was c_alled for 24 foiils against nine for a Bear
team that had averqged 21 personals a game. California went to the· free
throw line 29 times as opposed to eight time for the hosts.
·
"You can't co11trol the officials," was all _Brovelli said. "They're part of the
game. There's nothing you can do about it."
.
·
·.
.
But it was two calls that weren't made that upset the Toreros most.
The first came in the first half. After Jim Bateman hit four of his five first- .',
half jumpers to bring USD back_from 20-10 to 24-18, the officials failed to call
a technical on California for a clear rim infraction. Added to that, 6-foot-11
Bear center Mark McNamara followed the blown stuff attempt with a tip-in
- a four- or five-point swing that carried the Pac 10 club to a 40-30 halftime
lead.
Then late in the second half, with USD shooting for the lead, McNamara
went above the rim to swat a Dave Heppell shot from the air. Goaltending?
The officials said ' no." Brovelli had no comment.
. Paced by a defense that held Cal scoreless for nearly four minutes of the
second half and yielded a lone field goal in 11 ½ minutes, USO climbed back
and twice held a one-point lead at 50-49 and 52-51 on baskets by Don Capener
and Heppell.
·
But California went to the line for eight straight free throws, jumped out to
a 59-54 edge with 1:22 to go and never looked back while improving to 5-3.
McNamara paced California with 22 points (8-for-11 from the floor) and 17
rebounds. But the Bears' catalyst was guard Butch Hays, who scored 16 points.
Reserves Capener (12) and Bateman- (H) 10
plus five rebounds) paced USD,
hitting 10-of-17 shots from the floor between them when no other Torero was
getting off a shot.
Neither Heppell nor Rusty Whitmarsh scored in the first half and the pair
finished the night a collective 6-for-19 from the floor. Forward Gerald Jones.
also had an off night with four points and three rebounds.
California scored just four field goals in the second half on 15 shots. But the
Bears went to the foul line 25 times, sinking 18.

. •

The San Diego

Cal 's John Ritchie (30) and USD's Jim Batema
an elusive rebound in last night's game at the Sp

erase
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Torero G uard Da vis
Hande d Suspen sion
USD point guard Rich
Davis has been suspended
indefinitely for disciplinary
reasons as a result of his actions during the Dec. 10
game against San Diego
State.
Davis was ejected early
in the game after charging
Aztec guard Zack Jones.
Upon his departure, he
made obscene gestures to
the crowd.

DEC 1 0 1981

Sports
" Battle fo r the Mayor's Cup" will
be between the SDSU Aztecs and
· USO Toreros , _T hu rsda y' De cember 10, 7 :30 p . m. ' Sports
Arena. 265-6444 .
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TORERO PUT ON SUS

- Rich
Davis, point guard for the PENS ION

Diego Toreros has bee

niversity of San
n suspendedfrom the

'

team indefinitely for disciplinary reasons as
a result of being ejected in a basketball game
against San Diego State University last week.
He made obscene gestures to the crowd as he
left the floor. He was ejected for attempting
to start a fight with Aztec guard Zack Jones.

(
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Aztecs atte mpt to add.
49ers to list ·of victims
.

'

The San Diego State Aztec basketball
team resumes action tonight in the
Sports Arena against Long Beach State,
a 49er team coming into this contest with
a deceiving 2-4 record, having lost a
tough game earlier to the Southern California Trojans and last night to an upand-coming Texas Tech team 83-71.
The Aztecs are 5-2, having won their
last three games, the last being over the
University of Oregon.
Also tonight, the University of San
Diego Toreros, 4-2 on the season, face the
University of Santa Barbara in Santa
Barbara. The Torero foes have won only
two of eight starts this season. Santa
Barbara's only victories came over winless Loyola-Marymount and Northridge
State, but Santa Barbara's Gauchos do
have a formidable weapon in York
Gross, a 6-6 forward averaging 14.1
points per game. The Gauchos also have
a big center in 6-10 Richard Anderson.
The Aztecs will be led by Don
Plummer, averaging 13.3 points a game,
Zack Jones with 12.7 per game and Keith
Smith with 11.7.
The Toreros, on the other hand, will
look to Rusty Whitmarsh (11.9 points per
game), David Heppell (11.8), and Gerald
Jones (9.6).

(

DON PLUMMER
. He'll lead Aztecs

RUSTY WHITMARSH
Tops the Toreros
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Toreros to test
A z tees in arena
If the San Diego Sta te and University of San Diego
ba sketba ll teams me t any later in the year . Torero coach
Jim Brove lli would have probably been one of the Aztecs ·
season ti c ket hold ers .
The Aztecs have played three home games this year
and Brovelli ha s been al every one. Brovelli will raise
tha t tot al to rour tonight , although in a different capacity.
San Diego State will host the l niversity or San Diego in a
ga me ror the cou nty bragging rights at 7: 30 at the Sports
Arena . The game will be preceded at 5: 15 by a contest
between the Aztec and Torero women 's teams .

There are several good reasons why Brovelli has been
spending so much Lime in the Aztec gym . San Diego State
boasts more heig ht than the Toreros , and probably more
speed . Plus SDS U has won the last two meetings between
the two teams . 60-52 last year and 67-58 two seasons ago .
Overall the Aztecs have won 10 of 15 games against their
crosstown rivals .
San Diego State owns a 3-2 record this year with both
losses coming on the road against nationally ranked
opponents . At home the Aztecs have averaged 99.6 points
a contest. USD comes into the clash with a 2-1 mark , the
lone loss coming against UC Irvine over the weekend .
The game will feature a radical difference in styles.
The Aztecs are a run-and-gun team that hits the boards
hard when it misses . The Toreros play basically a pattern
offense and try to control the tempo of the game. They
are not as strong on ·the boards so a high shooti_ng
percentage is the key to their attack .
Individually there figure to be several interesting
matchups. At big guard. the Aztecs will have the team's
leading scorer in Zack Jones (15 .4 points a gamel going
against the .Toreros· top defender in former Monte Vista
standout Rusty Whitmarsh . Whitmarsh is no slouch
offensively either, averaging 13 points a contest.
. Center could prove another key as U6D's Dave Heppell
will have to have a good game if the Toreros hope to win .
Heppell could end up opposing Leonard Allen . Chris
Holden or Michael Cage in the pivot.
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LOCAL NEWS
USO BASKETBALL/ The USD'basketball
team will be In action twice this week, hosting
Bethel College of Indiana Thursday 'and Illinois
Wesleyan Sunday at the Toreros' Sports Center. Both
games are at 7:35 p.m. USO has a 2-2 record .
Thursday's game. The Toreros will be without guard
Rich Davis for the two contests. Davis has been
suspended indefinitely by coach Jim Brovelli for his
actions against the Aztecs. Davis tried to start a
fight after being knocked down, was kicked out of the
game, and made an obscene gesture to the crowd as
he exited the floor .

USD HOSTS CAL/ The University of
Diego basketball team will definitely have a tall
; order tonight when It takes on the University of
. California In a non-conference basketball game at
the Sports Arena . Tipoff Is set for 7:35. The Golden
·' Bears feature former Sweetwater High standout
Michael Pitts, a 6-foot-11 center, but he will not play
•t· tonlght. Pitts, a Junior, Is being redshlrted this year.
1 ,Pitts· wlll sit out this season to give more playing
·· lime to another big man In Mark McNamara,
, another 6-11 center. Both Pitts and McNamara were
CIF players of the year - Pitts In the San Diego
Section and McNamara In the Central Coast (San
Jose area) Section - In high school.
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USD,
Illinois Wesleyan Play
,. Ill1nois Wesleyan, which produced Seattle Supersonic
starter Jack Sikma, becomes the second straight NAIA
basketball team to play the University of San Diego when
the teams meet at 7:35 tonight in Alcala Park.
_Ranked 17th among the nation's small schools, Illinois
Wesleyan is 3-2, its losses being to Division I teams Arizona (82-57,Friday night) and Northwestern. IW is led by
forwards Greg Yess (6 feet 6; 20-point, IO-rebound average) and Jeff Clemens (6-2, 16 points a game) and 6-6
center Brad Musselman (10 points a game). .
Coming off a 68-34 victory over Bethel on Thursday
night, the Toreros are 4-2 and are led in scoring by guard
Rusty Whitmarsh (11.8 points),
I
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Unbeaten Bethel To Test Toreros Tonight
Conference rebounders with a 5.3 average. Guard Rusty
Whitmarsh and center David Heppell are both averaging
10.8 points per game, guard John Prunty is at 6.8 and
forward Robby Roberts is averaging 5.5 points, ranking
third on the WCAC rebounding charts with a 8.9 average.
The Toreros will be playing without guard Rich Davis
Forward Gerald Jones leads 3-2 USO with 11.3 points (8.9 points a game), who has been suspended indefinitely
per game and is ranked 10th among West Coast Athletic for his conduct during the San Diego State game.

A week after losing a 41-36 game to crosstown rival San
Diego State, the University of San Diego returns to basketball action tonight against unbeaten NAIA power
Bethel College (9-0) of Indiana at 7:35 in the USO Sports
enter.
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By BILL CENTER
Stoff Writer, The Son Diego Union

Jim Brovelli should have a good
idea Sunday of just where his University of San Diego basketball team fits
in.
The next two nights bring to Alcala Park two of the more interesting
college basketball teams in the West
- Boise State and UC-Irvine.
One is up-and-coming and the
other is there, complete with an AllAmerican.
Although the weekend 's highlight
is tomorrow night's appearance of
UCI and All-American forward
Kevin Magee, Brovelli is concerned
equally with both games.
The Toreros, coming off a 90-64
season-opening romp over Pacific,
have a chance to step up in competition . Boise State will be at the USO

is one of the top players ever to visit
Sports Center tonight at 7:35 . UC-IrAlcala Park . He was a first-team Asvine follows.
sociated Press All-American last
Dave Leach, who had been Ralph
year after becoming the first player
Miller's assistant at Oregon State,
in NCAA history 'to place in the top
r
afte
e
Stat
e
Bois
at
e
hous
cleaned
four of three different statistical catgoing 7-19 last season in his coaching
egories - scoring (third, 27.5 points a
debut and is starting only one holdgame), field goal percentage (second,
(17.3
ey
Bail
Eric
ard
forw
6-6
in
over
.671 ) and rebounding (fourth, 12.5).
points a game). The balance of the
The Anteaters, coming off a victostarting lineup is recruits - 6-7
ry over Oregon, were 17-10 last year
freshman forward Bruce Bolden 6-8
in their first season under Bill Mullijunior college center Jim Maldonado
gan. The season before Mulligan had
e
6-4 junior college guard Terry Le been 34-1 at Saddleback College with
and junior college point guard
Magee and guard Randy Whieldon as
Tyronne Scott.
the leading players. Whieldon was
The Toreros should counter with
UCl's second-leading scorer last year
the same lineup that dominated Pawith a 16.1 average.
cific - 6-8 Dave Heppell at center,
Mulligan has surrou.nded his two
flanked by 6-7 Robby Roberts and 6-5
prizes with a strong supporting cast.
Gerald Jones at the forwards with
Forward Ben McDonald (6-8) was the
Rusty Whitmarsh and John Prunty
Pacific Coast Athletic Association's
or Rich Davis at the guards.
freshman of the year last season.
Magee, at 6-foot-8 and 230 pounds,
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Toreros (4-2) Play
Santa Barbara (2-6)
of San Diego
SANTA BARBARA - The University
this season
time
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3 Hoop Games
On Torero's
Holiday Card
USD Toreros will play 3
more games before they leave
for th e Christmas Holidays.
T onight, the Pilots -0f Bethel
Co llege come . to the USD
Sports Cent er for a 7 :35 cont est.
Bethel is ·9-0 and are 1ed by
WendaU Troyer (13 ppg-4.0
assists and center Don Zawlocki (14 ppg-2 rpg).
Illinois · Wesleyan comes
to
the USD Sports Center
on
Sunday for the 7 :35 p.m. game.
The Titans sport a 4·1 record and are led by senior captain Greg · Yess, who is averaging 20 points and 10 rebounds a game.
On Tuesday, the Toreros
travel to UC Santa Barbar.a
for a 7:30 p.m. contest. The
Gauchos are 2-4 and are led
by center Richard Anderson,
w ho has .a 16.3 ppg and 13 rpg
average.
USD is 2-2 after a 41-36 defeat at the hands of crosstown
rival San Diego State. In that
game the Toreros played great
defense, .but could muster a
mere 37% completion rate
from the floor.
Head Coach .Jim Brovelli
has suspended 6'0" point
guard Rich Davis indefinitely
for disciplinary reasons stemming from actions in the San
Diego State game on Dec. 10.
Brovelli .gave no indication as
to when Davis w ould be reins tated on the team.
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San Diego, Friday, December 4, 1981

Toreros, Crusaders
have home chores

Two of the area's small colleges will
• be playing basketball games at home tonight while two others will be on the
, road.
·
·
The University of San Diego Toreros
will be at home to Boise State at 7:35 and
Point Lorna's Crusaders will entertain
. La Verne College in Golden Gym at 8.
· U.S. International University, which
· lost last night in Hattiesburg, Miss., to a
: torrid shooting bunch from Southern
Mississippi University 89-62, moves over
I to Jackson, Miss., to play the Jackson
State Tigers tonight, while UCSD's Tritons are involved in tournament play at
Cal Poly-San Luis Obispo. The Tritons
also will be at SLO tomorrow night. For
! USIU, last night's loss was the fourth in
five games. Southern Mississippi, on the
other hand, is now 3-0. USIU's top effort
was by Chuck Weaver with 10 points.
, Tomorrow, the Toreros will be entertaining UC-Irvine at the USD Sports
Complex at 7:35 and Point Loma will
journey to Whittier College to take on
the Poets at 8. USIU will move on over to
, Baton Rouge, La., to play Southeastern
, Louisiana University, the seventh road
game of a 12-e:ame tour.
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USD Home To Cal Team That ls Definitely Not The Pitts
By BILL CENTER
s1011 Writer The San Die90 Union

When University of San Diego Coach Jim Brovelli
igned
· ht the contract two years ago, he. had big plans for
tonigh
t s : game ween a 1 orma and the oreros
at Sports Arena. . ,
.
.
Sweetwater High's all-CIF center Michael Pitts had

just signed with the Golden Bears, and Brovelli envisioned playing Cal as the second half of a double-header,
after the high school Kiwanis Tournament finals.
"Just shows what can happen," Brovelli says now. "It
did
't
k t
t
1 n wor ou as we pIanne d 1it., an d 1it's
s still
1 a grea
game."
California is red-shirting the 6-foot-11 Pitts. The most
intensively recruited basketball player in Cal history,
Pitts is sitting out what would have been his junior year
after undergoing surgery last summer to correct a bone
growth problem in his knee. Cal thus is without the drawing card who averaged 28.6 points and 17.1 rebounds as a
high school senior and is averaging 11 points a game for
two full seasons at Cal.
And the Kiwanis finals were played Saturday night.
All that USD is left with - on the eve of the Cabrillo
Classic - is a darn good basketball team featuring the
leading scorer and rebounder in the Pac 10 and a team
that can rise to the occasion any time it plays its game.
The athlete in question is Cal's Mark McNamara, a 6-

· 11, 235-pound center. McNamara is averaging 22.9 points
(on 66 percent shooting from the floor) and 13.3 rebounds
(No. 3 in the NCAA). A transfer from Santa Clara where
he twice was given the nod in head.to-head matchups
. with USF's Bill Cartwright (now of the New York Knicks),
McNamara has averaged 12.1, 15.2 and 17.2 points in h1s·
first three collegiate seasons.
"To beat Cal , ,you have got to contend with
McNamara," Brovelli said. "He's active and versatile.
And he's a fine rebounder. The problem is, they have a lot
of talent around him." ·
Five-foot-9 point guard Michael Chavez is averaging
11.9 points a game and 6-7 forward Sam Potter (11.3
points) and 6-3 guard Butch Hays (11.3) both played on the
West team that last summer won the National Sports
Festival basketball title, though neither has shot well this
season (40 and 42 percent, respectively).
And, _despite McNamara's presence, California (4-3) is
getting out-rebounded by six per game.
USD also is 4-3 after an embarrasing 72-57 loss at Santa
Barbara last Tuesday. Uncharacteristically, the Toreros
turned the ball over 27 times in that game; the guards
giving the ball up a total of 16 times.
, "It was a bad game all the way around," Brovelli said.
· "I think we were tired; the players had been going every
day even during finals week. It's not like us to do that."
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San Diego, Mon

Toreros-Bears: 'Biggest game in town
I

I

The biggest basketball game in town tonight features the California Golden Bears against the University of San Diego Toreros at the Sports Arena.
Time: 7:35.
Coach Jim Brovelli's Toreros know they're in for
a rough evening as Cal comes in with sharpshooting
Mark McNamara, a 6-11 center, who is currently
. leading the Pac-10 in scoring (22.9 points per game),
rebounding (13.3) and field-goal percentage (66 percent). As of last week, he was the leading rebounder
in major college basketball.
However, Cal and USO are both4-3 on the year,
the Toreros coming off a disappointing loss to UCSanta Barbara. The Bears' top win of the season to
date was over Wyoming 77-75 in the Volunteer Classic in Tennessee earlier this month. Despite
McNamara's efforts, the team as a whole is being
outrebounded by· all its foes this season. That's why
they miss Michael Pitts, a 6-11 forward out of
Sweetwater High so badly.
Pitts underwent surgery for a growth disturbance in his right knee in the off-season and doctors
felt it was in his best interest to sit out the year.
' He's redshirting this season and will be back next
year as a junior.
1
Cal beat the Santa Barbara team that handed the
/
·
. Toreros their last loss.
Last year, Cal edged the Toreros in Berkeley 6056.

Key players to watch on the Toreros' squad are
Rusty Whitmarsh, the 6-3 guard out of Monte Vista
High who is having a good scoring year, along with
former Torry Pines High star Don Capener, the ,
other guard at 6-6. In the middle is 6-8 Dave Heppell and Gerald Jones(6-5} is at forward.
'

HIS NAME IS McNAMARA - Mark McNamara
is the leader of a band of California Golden Bears
who invade the Sports Arena tonight to do battle
with the University of San Diego Toreros. The 611 senior leads the Pac-10 in scoring with a 22.9
average and has 13.3 rebounds a game this season. Game time is 7:35.
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The University of San
a visiting team from
Diego Toreros ea_s1ly
entertain UC-Irvine and
Boise State last night
tonight
at the USD Sports
the celebrated Kevin ag
sed accurate free-throw
Center at 7:30 The Toreros
of the year against no
shooting to gam their second of 13 from the charity
defeats. Rusty Whitmarshperfect 6 for 6. Whitmarsh only
line and Rich Davis was
yet he was USD's leading
had one tally from t e oor,
scorer.

TOREROS BLAST
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TORERO CAGERS WIN BIG - The University
of San Diego basketball team ran its season record
to 4-2 by completely dominating Bethel College 6834 last night at Alcala Park. Bethel came into town
with a perfect 9-0 record this season. Rusty Whitmarsh was the Toreros' leading scorer with 16
points while Gerald Jones chipped in 11. No Bethel
player was in double figures.
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USO WINS/ Former Monte Vista
standout Rusty Whitmarsh netted a team-high 15
points to lead the undefeated University of San Diego
ba sketball team to a 75-61 win ovef Boise State
Friday night in the Torero gym. USD trailed -the
Broncos 27-25 at halftime, but an ll-for-13 effort by
Whitmarsh at the free throw line helped the Toreros
· overcome the deficit and win the game going away .
USD is 2-0 on the year. The Toreros meet UC Irvine
tonight at 7:35 at the USD Sports Complex.
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USO A WINNER/ Former Monte Vista
High star Rusty Whitmarsh scored 16 points Thursda y night, leading the University of San Diego to an
easy 68-34non-conference college basketbalJ victory
over previously unbeaten Bethel College of Indiana .
Bethel tiad won nine straight. The Toreros , now 3-2,
host Illinois Wesleyan Sunday at 7:35 p.m.
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USD Beats Boise State, 75-61
SAN DIEGO --Rusty Whitmarsh scored 15 points
and was 11 of 13 from the free-throw line in leading the
Unversity of San Diego to a 75-61 victory over Boise
State in a nonconference game Friday nighl
Gerald Jones and Rich Davis both scored 12 points
and Dave Heppell scored 10 for USD (2-0), which plays
lost to UC Irvine tonighl ·
Eric Bailey on Boise State ( 1-4) was the game's top
scorer with 20 points.
Boise State held a 27-25 halftime lead, but San Diego
ran off 14 points to the Broncos' four in the first 12 minutes of the second half to put the game out of reach.
With 8:30 left in the game, the Broncos never came
closer than eight points to the Terreroa.
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Whitmarsh

USO A WINNER/ Guard Rusty
and center David Heppell scored 12 points each
Sunday night, leading the Untversity of San· Diego to
an easy 78-48 non-conference college basketball
victory over visiting Illinois Wesl_e yan. Forward
Greg Vess paced Illinois Wesleyan with 15 pomts and
six rebounds. Forward Jeff Clements added 12 points '
for the Titans, who dropped to 4-3. The Toreros have
a 4-2 record . Whitmarsh, a former Monte Vista High
standout scored the game's first six points as the
Toreros led all the way . It was 37-18 at halftime and
Illinois Wesleyan didn't threaten after that. The
Toreros made 63 percent of their field goal attempts
while the Titans connected on only 38 percent of their
floor shots. San Diego outrebounded Illinois
Wesleyan 34-26. USD will .next be in action Tuesday .
playing at UC Santa Barbara.
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San

D iego Starts Fast,
_
Past Bethel, 68-34
Rolls
..

' .

'

SANDIEGO ( UPI )-Rusty Whitmarsh hit se ven of
eight shots -and scored 16 points Thursday night to lead
the University of San Diego to a 68-34 non -conference
victory over Bethe l College.
The Torerros, who raised t heir record to 3- 2, jumped
• away from an early 4 4 tic to a 27 13 first half lead.
· They never relinquished it.
USD's Gerald J ones scored 11 points a nd led the Learn
in ·r ebounds with five.
1
Greg Thomas led Bethel with eigh t points.
. Most of the Torerros' bench saw action after the third
period when San Diego outscored Bethel 16-2.
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USD Thrashes Illinois Wesleyan
By HANK WESCH
Staff Writer, The San Diego Union

Following his team's 78-48 thrash ing of Illinois Wesleyan last night at Alcala Park, Unive rsity of San Diego
basket ball Coach Jim Brovelli proved as adept a euphem izer as he is an organizer.
"Our first four games of the year - Pacific , Boise
State, Irvine and San Diego State - were tough," Brovelli
said."You have to have a blend of schedu ling . .. you like
a game or two where you can play everybody on your
team."
Thus did Brovelli avoid using the term "breather" to
describe the second team his 4-2 Toreros had beaten by 30
points or more in the past four nights . On Thursday, USD
blasted Bethel College 63-34.
"I think they (Illinois .Wesleyan) are better than we
made them look tonight," said Brovelli.
The visiting Titans came into the contest 4-2 and
ranked in the NAIA top 20. Their only prior defeats were
to NCAA Division I schools Northwestern (by 14 points)
and Arizona (by 25). "We heard they were very patient
against Arizona, and they were only down by seven at the
half, so it was important to get an early lead," said Brovelli.
His team did, and the question of how difficult a challenge Illinois Wesleyan would provide was quickly answered .
The Toreros scored the first six points of the game, all
by senior guard Rusty Whitmarsh, and were ahead by 15
(24-9) before IWU managed to reach double figures , with
8:16 to play in the half. When Whitmarsh canned a short
jumper to lift the score to 26-11, USO had connected on 14
of its first 15 field goal attempts.
The Toreros built a 35-12 advantage, their largest lead
of a first half in which they shot 64 percent (18 for 28)
from the floor, and settled for a 37-18 advantage at intermission.
"It might have been our best first half of the year," said
Whitmarsh. "Everything fell into place. We don't have the
size to dominate many teams we play, but the last two
games we've had them outmanned."
Generally quite deliberate in their playing style, USD
managed several well-executed fast breaks . And the
Toreros' front line of 6-foot-8 center Dave Heppell and
forwards Robby Roberts (6-7) and Gerald Jones (6-5) dominated their Titan counterparts , who were from one to
three inches shorter.

After Whitmarsh scored the first six points , Heppell put
m the next six, once deflecting a Titan pass to a teammate and racing downcourt ahead of everyone to take a
return pass for a layup. USO pressured the Titan guards
and was rewarded with four turnovers in the first eight
minutes, which they used to build a lead.
"We don't run (fast break) too often, but when it's there
we can be a good running team," said Whitmarsh.
Brovelli's scouting report was that the Titans employed
strictl y a man-for-man defense, but surprisingly the visitors were in a 1-2-2 zone off the opening tap. Used to
facing zone defenses in their first four games , USD picked
the Titan alignment apart.
Conversely, the Toreros' 2-3 match-up zone proved effective . IWU made only one of its first eight shots, and
was shut off from offensive rebounds by Heppell, Roberts
and Jones with help from Whitmarsh.
"It's the first year we've played the match-up and it
creates problems for teams," said Brovelli. "The important thing, though , is we're gaining confidence in it.
They're starting -to believe in it themselves, and that
means a lot."
The second half was similar to the first, although Brovelli made ample use of his bench. USD shot 62 percent
(18 of 29) to wind up with a 63 percent (36 of 57) night. IWU
improved to 12 of 25 in the second half to finish with 19 of
50 from the field (38 percent).
Whitmarsh and Heppell topped USO in scoring with 12
points apiece . Reserve forward Don Capener was impressive in the second half, contributing nine points . Thirteen
Toreros scored . Heppell and Whitmarsh led USD with
four rebounds apiece .
Illinois Wesleyan's 6-6 forward Greg Yess scored 15
points, 10 of them on free throws , and 6-2 forward Jeff
Clements added 12.
USO travels to Santa Barbara to take on UCSB's Gauchos tomorrow night and faces California a week from
tonight at the Sports Arena.
In USO's blended schedule, the next two games are on
opposite poles from the last two.
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By BILL CENTER
Staff Writer, TheSan Diego Union

After losing back-to-back contests
against two of the West Coast's better basketball teams (San Diego State and UCIrvine), the University of San Diego last
night stepped down a class to step its
record up to 4-2.
The Toreros dominated Bethel College
68-34 at Alcala Park. But it was not that
close; or that far apart. ·
"Had that club ever goUen ahead of us,
we'd have been in serious trouble," said
USO Coach Jim Brovelli. "Bethel was very
well organized, very disciplined . Our scouting report on them made mention of a
game where they went into a four corners

with 12 minutes to go and played it flawlessly."
Bethel is an NAIA team that last year
placed second in the National Christian
College Athletics Association and set an
Indiana record with 27 wins in a season.
The Pilots came into last night's game with
a 9-0 record against the likes of Fort
Wayne Bible, Concordia Lutheran and
IUPU -Fort Wayne.
And Bethel ran a patterned offense that
rivaled USD's own passing game. Trouble
was, Bethel was totally overwhelmed physically .
"That is a good lesson for us," said
Bethel Coach Homer Drew, who quizzed
Brovelli after the game about USD's 2-3
zone defense.

"USD's defensive pressure was too much.
Their guards hounded the ball and the
three guys in back covered all the options."
"Defensively, we played a strong game,"
said Brovelli.
Bethel didn't break into double figures ·
until the game was nearly 17 minutes old
and trailed 50-19 with 11 ½ minutes to play
before running off eight straight points.
The Pilots rarely got the ball inside against
the Toreros and came away with just 15
rebounds.
No USD starter played more than 28
minutes and Brovelli employed everyone
available, including freshmen Anthony
Reuss ("He's going to be another Bob Bartholomew) and Jon Freeman and - for the

first time - senior forward Paul Appleby
(who lost his first two seasons with the
Toreros by twice fracturing a kneecap)'. ·
Rusty Whitmarsh led the Toreros with 16
points and Gerald Jones scored 11. Ten ·
Toreros scored. No Bethel player broke
into double figures.
The contest was the first of four · the ·
Toreros as a NCAA Division I team -.are allowed to play against non-Division I ''
competition . They, will host No. 17-ranked
NAIA power Illionis Wesleyan Saturday
and Fresno-Pacific and Nebraska Wesleyan next month .
USO deserves some breaks, though.
Their West Coast Athletic Conference is
developing into the toughest in the west
with USF and St. Mary's still unbeaten.
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USD Uses
Free Shots,
Rolls 75-61
By BILL CENTER
Staff Writer,TheSon Diego Union

Rusty Whitmarsh was at a loss to
explain what happened.
"Strange game," said the University of San Diego's unflappable guard.
"I can't explain it . . . other than we
won."
On the eve of one of their more
attractive games of the season - tonfght's 7:30 match at Alcala Park
against UC Irvine and All-America
forward Kevin Magee - the Toreros
last night ran their record to 2-0 by
burying Boise State 75-61 under a
barrage of second-half free throws at
USD Sports Center.
Down by two at intermission after
a spottyfirst half, the Toreros played
the way into the lead early in the
secon half - then stepped to the
line for 18 free throw points in the
last 5½ minutes .
It was a driving layin at the firsthalf buzzer by reserve forward Jim
The Son Diego Union/Peter Koeleman
Bateman that seemed to get the
tJSD's Robby Rober ts bounc es off Jim Maldo nado (44).
Toreros moving , though.
They quickly pulled even in the ,
second half and took the lead to stay
• at 37-35 when guard John Prunty hit
a layin _off something that could best
described as a reverse tuck position.
Forward Gerald Jones then hit two
straight baskets - the first off a
slick set of passes from David Heppell and Bateman, and the second on
a turn-around jumper from the key
.:... to trigger a 20-4 Torero run that
broke it open.
USD was leading 55-43 when the
fouling began. The Broncos drew to
within 63-57 with 1:10 to go, before
the Toreros nailed down the victory
by hitting 10 straight free throws before Robby Roberts finished the scoring with a field goal.
Boise State outscore4 USD 54-52
from the floor. But the Toreros had a
22 of those
23-7 edge from the line
points coming in the second half.
Boise State's biggest mistake
might have been in the selection of
whom they fouled.
The Broncos picked on guards
Whitmarsh (11 of 13 from the line)
and Rich Davis (6 for 6).
(Continued on C-4, Col. I)

USD Wins From· The Free Throw Line 75-61
(Continued from C-1)
"There are two schools in coaching
about fouling intentionally to get the
ball back," USD Coach Jim Brovelli
said.
"The first says, 'foul the other
team's weakest shooter.' The second
,,says, 'foul the first man you come to.'

Davis as soon as the ball was inbounded.
"I wasn't trying to hog the line,"
Whitmarsh said. "It was my- intention to get the ball moving. I was
trying to get rid of it. But they kept
fouling me before I could get the ball
away."
After a tightly played first 30 minBoise State chose the latter course . utes, the game slipped into poor comd were attacking Whitmarsh and e d y .

Only 28 of USD's 50 second-half
points came from the field. Boise
State drew 19 of its 25 fouls after
intermission, not that Bronco Coach
Dave Leach was always in agreement with the officiating. He propelled one of the two chairs that
made their way from the Bronco
bench to the wall behind it during the
course of the second half.

Cal Takes Advantage
USD' s Errors 66-60
Of _
Dug Too Deep A Hole, Laments Brovelli;
McNamara (22), Hays (16) Pace Victors
B BILL CENTER
Staff Writer, The San Diego Union

"Basketball is not a game of halves, ' lamented University of San Diego
,
Coach Jim Broveili.
"You· e got to put 40 minutes together. That's particularly true in our case
where we don't have the super talent. We've got to play good, steady ball."
USD did play an excellent half last night against the un·iversity of California in the Sports Arena. It was the second one. Unfortunately for the Toreros,
their first half was dreadful and the Golden Bears held on to win by a 66-60
count before a disappointing turnout of 551.
"Wejust dug ourselves a hole,•· said Brovelli. "A deep hole. We just can't do
that."
The 4-4 Toreros were coming off a bad game - a 72-57 pre-Christmas loss
at UC Santa Barbara.
"The mistakes carried over," said Brovelli. ''We opened the game as poorly
· ·
as we played at Santa Barbara."
Try as they might after_intermission, USD's first half was too much to
overcome. Not that the Toreros were getting any help.
Totaling fouls and violations, the offidals blew the whistle 34 times on USD
against 13 for California. USD was called for 24 fouls against nine for a Bear
team that, had averaged 21 personalsa game. California went to the· free
·
throw line 29 times as opposed to eight times for the hosts.
"You can't control the officials," was all _Brovelli said. "They're part oI the
·
:
game. There's nothing you can do about it.".
But it was two calls that weren't made that upset {be.-Toreros most.
The first came in the first half. After Jim Bateman hit four of his five firsthalf jumpers to bring USD back from 20-10 to.24-18, the officials failed to call
a technical on California for a clear rim infraction. Added to that, 6-foot-11
Bear center Mark McNamara followed the blown stuff attempt with a tip-in
- a four- or five-point swing that carried the Pac 10 club to a 40-30 halftime
lead.
Then late in the second half, with USD shooting for the lead, McNamara
went above the rim to swat a Dave Heppell shot from the air. Goaltending?
The officials said "no." Brovelli had no comment.
Paced by a defense that held Cal scoreless for nearly four minutes of the
second half and yielded a lone field goal in 11 ½ minutes, USD climbed back
and twice held a one-point lead at 50-49 and 52-51 on baskets by Don Capener
·
and Heppell.
But California went to the line for eight stra ight free throws, jumped out to
a 59-54 edge with 1:22 to go and never looked back while improving to 5-3.
McNamara paced California with 22 points (8-for-11 from the floor) and 17
rebounds. But the Bears' catalyst was guard Butch Hays, who scored 16 points.
Reserves Capener (12) and Bateman (10 plus five rebounds) paced USD,
hitting 10-of-17 shots from the floor between them when no other Torero was
getting off a shot.
Neither Heppell nor Rusty Whitmarshscored in the first half and the pair
finished the night a collective 6-for-19 from the floor. Forward Gerald Jones
also had an off night with four points and three rebounds.
California scored just four field goals in the second half on 15 shots. But the
Bears went to the foul line 25 times, sinking 18.
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the team the Toreros were playing in the high
NCAA 's Division II . They were a national and
of The Da lly Californ ian
power in that division. In Whitmarsh 's both
There aren 't any gray hairs on his head. freshman season the team earned a berth in
w
And he still moves as well as he has in the the national post-season tournament.
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In Whitmarsh's sophomore year the play:
past. But when it comes to the University of
San Diego basketball program, Rusty Whit- Toreros moved up to Division I and into the
"I
tough West Coast Athletic Conference. USD Whit
marsh is an old man.
team
The
ing t
A 21-year-old isn 't usually considered to be has taken its lumps in the WCAC.
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a stellar career at Monte Vista High.
Whitmarsh was a two-time All-CIF pick in
joined
At the time the 6-foot-3 Whitmarsh

By Dennis Wynne

Senior Rusty Whitmarsh begins his fourth year with the Toreros.

RUSTY

From

1D

" I like the challenge of playing defense ." said Whitmarsh . "A player like Quintin Dailey you just aren 't
goi ng to stop: He 's going to get his 20 points a game . But
if you don 't play well against him he might get 40 ."
Whitmarsh can also contribute at the other end of the
floor . Last year he averaged 11 points a game, shot 57
percent from the floor , and 82 percent from the free
throw line. He was one of four USD starters who averaged
in double figures .
" We run a tempo offense, " said Whitmarsh. " We know
where our shots are and we know when we are supposed
to take them . The shots are equally distributed so you
won 't get more than eight or 10 shots a game. You won 't
have a lot of high scorers, but if we can shoot 50 percent
- and we usually do - most of us will be in double
figures ."
Although he has more experience than other USD
players, Whitmarsh said he has no extra leadership role
on the team. He says leadership is an assumed responsibility rather than an assigned responsibility.
" Basically we are all role players," he says. "We don 't
have the best talent in the conference, so we have to beat
people by playing as a team. Any success we have will be
as a team rather than as individuals. Once we get
together and start thinking as a team - we 're not yet we should be pretty good."
··Rusty is the kind of player we like to have here,' ' said
Brovelli . ' 'The players we want must have : (1 ) good
grades ; and (2) be a solid, consistent performer. A lot of
our kids, I think, are overachievers.
" I'd like to have five Whitmarshes - three 6-9
Whitmarshes on the front line and two 6-3 guards just like
Rusty."
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Toreros prove a tough bunch
Patient Aztecs forced all-out to score 41-3_6 victory
By T.R. Reinman
Tribune Sportswriter

Jim Brovelli's team might have
been undermanned last night, but it
certainly was undaunted. The University of San Diego Toreros might
have been overmatched, but they
certainly weren 't overwhelmed.
They might have taken some small
kind of victory, but they certainly
scored fewer points, and they lost 4136 to San Diego State before all of
3,612 spectators at the Sports Arena.
"They're a good team," said USD
guard John Plunty, "but they're no
Top 20 team. They'll beat some of
those teams in the WAC. But I
thought we'd beat them. I'm disappointed."
The crowd, the gathering, the few
faithful who saw this thing shouldn't
have been disappointed. They saw
USD, which on paper should have
taken the evening off, take the game
to State all night long. What they almost saw was a major upset, because USD was trailing by just three
points with 2:19 left in the game
when it lost the ball
And the crowd also got to see the
Aztecs come of age a little bit. Used
to running and gunning and preferring it that way, they were forced to
play the opposition's game, a patient,
waiting game, and in the end, like
during the last 5:50, they played it
better than USD.
' After a layup by USD's Steve
Rocha made it 39-36 with 5:51 left,
State controlled the ball for all but 11
seconds of the next 4:45.
"You're not going to beat a Jim
Brovelli team if you don't take your
time," said State coach Smokey
Gaines afterward. "Everybody
thinks we can't be patient. We
showed tonight we can be."
USD showed them last night they
·
had to be.
"We should never schedule these
guys again," said Eddie Morris,
whose steal amounted to a save at
the 2:19 mark. "They don't play the
right kind of ball. We like to run and
they don't. They took this game like
it was the NCAA championship."
All of which is true and that is
exactly why State should probably
schedule guys like these more often.
State will nott beat anv team in the

WAC by 35 points this season, and it's
good it got an early-season chance to
win a game it was in imminent danger of losing.
"I wasn't surprised at how it
· went," said State's Zack Jones, who
apparently elbowed USD guard Rich
Davis midway through the first half,
a move which prompted Davis to
completely lose his balance. So com-

-

COME HERE - Robby Roberts
of USD skies to come down with
a rebound from San Diego
State's Don Plummer in last
night's game at Sports Arena. Photo by GeorgeSmith

pletely, in fact, that he went after
Jones while the latter was standing
in his team's huddle. That happened
about · three seconds before Davis
was ejected from the game.
"I thought that was very unclassy ," said the 6-foot-5, 205-pound
Jones of the move by the 6-0, 165pound Davis. And, he might have
added, not too smart.
"We knew they'd come out playing
hard," said Jones. "They've got a
good team, a good coach. Unfortunately we didn't come out with
much intensity."
"We just didn't get our offense untracked," said State center Leonard
Allen, who was the game's high
scorer with 13 points and the Aztecs'
top rebounder with six.
"They don't have tough inside people. Their front line doesn't match up
with ours. Coach Gaines said we
should go inside and when we did we
were effective."
Before the game Brovelli acknowledged how tough he thought the
Aztecs were inside, and cited that as
his main area of concern. As it
turned out, the favoreds outscored
the guys who didn't match up well by
26-24, and outrebounded them by 1512. Overall, however, USD, smaller
at every position, outrebounded State
. 27-21. But then as Gaines pointed out,
State ou_trebounded Georgetown last
week and lost that game.
One thing Gaines should have been
happy with was his foul shooting opportunities. Through the first four
games this year the opposition had
taken almost twice as many free
throws as did the Aztecs. Last night
State, now 4-2, made 11 of 21. USD
made two of three.
"We like other teams to have to
play our game," said Brovelli, whose
team is now 2-2. "If you play good,
sound, consistent defense, you can
stay in the game. Defensively we did
a pretty good job on the· inside. I
think we played well overall."
Well enough to hold San Diego
State to its lowest point total since it
lost to Southern Illinois 64-35 in 1965.
But not well,enough to win. And not
well enough to prevent a doubleheader sweep because the Aztec women's
team d feated that of the Toreros in
contest 76-57.
the preliminary
t
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Smaller Toreros Eye Upset In Crosstown
By BILL FINLEY
Slaff Writer, The San Diego Union

Starting center Dave Heppel of the University of San
Diego will be yielding three inches· to the man he will be
facing tonight in the San Diego Sports Arena.
So will Torero forward Robby Roberts and Torero
guard Rusty Whitmarsh. But it probably would be a mistake to think USO will be in over its head against San
Diego State.
Basketball in Alcala Park is a game of five-on-five, and
for just that reason the Linda Vistans are convinced they
can upset the Aztecs in a 7:30 game that could attract
5,000 fans.
''They're bigger than us, and I think you could say they
probably· have more good players, but if you say they
have a better team you might be making a mistake,"
Whitmarsh said yesterday. "Two years ago, we were on

the line with a chance to beat them in the last few sec- '
onds. We were right there again last year. Our styles are .
completely different but if we can play our game tomorrow night, and if we can hit a reasonable percentage of
our shots, we can win."
Since the series resumed two years ago, the Aztecs
have had difficulty subduing USO.
In December 1979, they saw the Toreros miss a possible
game-winning free throw in the second half before winning by nine in overtime. Last year they prevailed 60-52.
Again, San Diego State (3-2) is considered the favorite, but
USO (2-1) is able.
The words you hear over and over, from both sides, are
our game.

"When you have two teams with styles so radically
different, it's pretty important you make the other guy
play your kind of game," Torero Coach Jim Brovelli said.

Rivalry With Aztecs At Arena
"Obviously,State wants to run. They have a big front line,
they hit the boards hard and they run every chance they
get. If they are able to run tomorrow night, we're in
trouble, but if we can control the pace of the game and
play sound defense - if we can play the way we play there's no reason at all we can't win the game."
San Diego State is expected to open with Michael Cage
(6-10) and Don Plummer (6-7) at forwards, Leonard Allen
(6-10) at center, 'and Zack Jones (6-5) with Keith Smith (60) at guard.
USO will counter with Roberts (6-7) and Gerald Jones
(6-6) in the corners, Heppel (6-7) at center, with Whitmarsh (6-2) and John Prunty (6-0) out front.
Cage, who was the nation's third-leading rebounder last
year as a freshman, is off to a surprisingly slow start this
season. He may be feeling his way along after moving
from center to forward
fias yet to assert himself in

the fashion he did a year ago.
For the Toreros, Gerald Jones - who is averaging 11.3
points and 5.3 rebounds a game - is the club's most
effective player inside. If USO is to compete with the
Aztecs inside, Jones must do most of the work.
Whitmarsh, a native of San Diego and a graduate of
Monte Vista High, knows better than most the importance
attached to this particular basketball game.
"It's turned into a pretty good rivalry," the senior sa id
of a series the Aztecs lead 10-5. "It's not the biggest game
on our schedule anymore - we're still trying to gel ready
for our league - but it's obviously one to gel x it d
about. I have a lot of friends who go to San Diego Stat ,
most of us do, and if we beat Slate the whole city will
know about it. We've played them twice since I've be n
here and lost two close games. I'd definitely like to b at
'em once before I leave."
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Former Torrey Pines basketball stando ut awaits· his turn to start at the University of San Diego
By GARY GREENBERG

Don Capener
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SAN DIEGO- Don Capener has been
a giant among men twice in the recent
past
In 1978, he led a ,darkhorse Torrey
Pines High School basketball team to
the CIF championsh ip. Then, after his
freshman year at college, he transported his 6-6 frame to Japan, where he
tended to stand out in a crowd for a
different reason.
Now, Capener is just another one of
the guys on the University of San Diego
basketball team. He's gone from athletic and ethnic notoriety to relative
obscurity as a part time player for the
Toreros.
But the sophomore forward from Del

Mar doesn't plan on riding out his full
scholarship on the USD bench. He sees
his emergenge as a solid college starter
as only being a matter of time.
"I'm still making a comeback ,"
Capener said in a recent telephone in-

He played the role of the sixth man for
the Toreros as a freshman, averaging
about five points a game.
Capener would have been entering
his last college basketball season this
year had he not gone to Japan. He spent

"I'm still making a comeback. In the back of my mind I, feel
that I'm one year away from being a starter. The waiting period
is really the hard part."
- Don Capener
terview. "In the back ofmy mind, I feel
two years overseas as a missionary for
that I'm one year away from being a · the Mormon church.
starter. The waiting period is really the
hard part."
Although his time for recreation was
Capener possesses size, quickness · limited, Capener kept his cage skills
and a steady outside shot which would
sharp by participatin g in an industrial
enable USD coach Jim Brovelli to utilleague. He also helped to coach the
ize him as either a guard or a forward.
Aoyama University squad

His decision to go to Japan disappointed Brovelli, but Capener said
that he'll probably be a better ballplayer due to the experience .
"I don 't know how much ofan asset my
travels were," he explained, "but I
don't have any fear or worry about failing or not being accepted. I think that
it'll help my concentrati on and I'll be
able to put forth an all-out effort."
As a 21-year-old sophomore, Capener
will have other advantages on his contemporarie s.
"I'm only a sophomore, but I'm more
mature and stronger than I would have
been two years ago," he figured . "I'm
also more mentally tough, which is very .
important in basketball. "

